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Abstract
With wind farms being installed in deeper water depths new topologies of structure are used as
substructure. A good solution is a jacket substructure that can be cost effective for water depths
up to 60m. To make a finite element model of a jacket structure with , in this case, 84 different
members requires a number of degrees of freedom much higher than a monopile model consisting
of only one beam.
When simulating the time response in an aeroelastic sotware, Hawc2 in this case, the high
number of degrees of freedom will increase the computational time by a factor of around 6
compared to a monopile. This increase in the computational time slows the process of designing
and validating the installation for the offshore wind turbine.
In order to solve the problem an Euler-Bernoulli finite element model of the jacket is made, this
is reduced by means of the Craig-Bampton method and the natural frequencies and mode shapes
are checked to match the original model. The reduced model is coupled to the turbine and the
natural frequencies and mode shapes are checked again to match the offshore wind turbine with
the original jacket. The load analysis is made for two load cases at 6 and 14m/s, the aerodynamic
loads, loads at the tower bottom and at two points of a leg are compared with both models.
The mode shapes and natural frequencies are well approximated with the jacket and its reduced
model when not coupled to the other parts of the structure. When coupled error is introduced in the
natural frequencies on the fore-aft and side to side modes of the structure and in the logarithmic
decrement of 1st, 2nd, 6th and 7th modes corresponding to fore-aft and side to side and tower
displacements.
The aerodynamic loads are not affected for the reduction while the loads on the tower bottom
are influenced by the effects of damping but are essentially accurate both in mean and standard
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In recent years, wind energy production, and in particular from offshore wind farms, has
increased greatly. Worldwide, total offshore installed capacity increased, in 2012, in 1.166 MW to
a total of 4.995MW being 30% more total installed capacity. [7]
It is expected that offshore wind farms will continue to develop in the coming years. A
particularity of Offshore Wind Turbines (OWT) is that the tower supporting the nacelle is mounted
on top a substructure that fixes it to the sea bottom. Depending on the size of the turbine, the water
depth, the soil characteristics and the climate of each site a certain topology of substructure must
be chosen.
Those different topologies can be divided in two groups: fixed and compliant structures. In the
first group classical semi-rigid structures connect the seabed and the tower bottom are included. In
the second group floating structures are included, the compliant substructures are caracterized by
having some rigid body mode.
It is very important to optimize the costs of building such structures as a big part of the cost of
the whole system is due to the offshore substructure building and maintenance. As seen in Fig. 1.2
(2006), 24% of the total cost is due to the support structure and 23% to operation and maintenance,
those two percentatges increase with water depth, due to the technical difficulties of installing
structures in the sea bed and to the cost of the structure itself.
In Fig. 1.3 it can be seen what kind of topologies are used depending on the water depth.
In the case of transitional power depths, the tubular structures are changed to topologies with a
wider base that rigidizes the system in order to hold the bigger bending moments associated with
an increased depth. Seen in Fig. 1.4, different concepts for this depths are shown.
Modelling
An OWT is excited mainly by wind and waves stochastic loads. When the wind goes through
the turbine it loads the rotor and therefore it creates reaction forces in the tower top. As the wind is
a stochastic parameter the loads will not be constant and vary with time due to the turbulence and
wind sampling from the three-bladed rotor.
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Figure 1.1: Offshore substructure topologies. From left to right and top to bottom: Gravity
foundation, monopile, tripod, jacket, spar buoy and tension leg platform. Picture from [1]
Figure 1.2: Costs for a shallow water offshore wind turbine, [2]
The stochastic loading and the flexibility of the system makes it very important to perform
a dynamic analysis of the system. The aerodynamic and hydrodynamic loads are coupled to the
dynamic response of the structure as the motion of the components will change the relative wind
on them. Therefore a aeroelastic analysis is needed in order to account for possible aerodynamic
damping or excitation.
This simulations are computationally expensive, in this case Hawc2 software will be used [8].
Using the Hawc2 models (available at Hawc2 website [4]), it is seen that for the “IEA Annex 23
Offshore Code Comparison Collaborative (OC3), Phase I - monopile” [9] it takes around 4 times
more computing time than real time. Therefore for a simulation of a load case that lasts 10 minutes,
the computer will spend 40 minutes.
When the problem size increases the computation time also does, if a Jacket structure is
modelled, as in “IEA Annex 30 Offshore Code Comparison Collaborative Continuation (OC4),
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Figure 1.3: Different toplogies for different water depths, [3]
Figure 1.4: Different topologies for transitional water depths. 1: Tripod, 2: Guyed Monopile, 3:
Full-height Jacket, 4: Submerged jacket with transiton tube and 5: Suction bucket with gravity
base. [3]
Phase I, jacket” [10] the computing time can be of the order of 24 times more than the simulation
time.
It is not desireable to have computational costly models, one approach to reduce the size of the
problem is to use a decoupled analysis. First perfom an aeroelastic analysis for the tower and the
turbine, find the loads at the tower bottom and then calculate the forced response of the tower. This
procedure does not account for the flexibility of the jacket substructure and would not give accurate
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Simulation time [s] Computer time [s] Ratio
Monopile 100 408 4,8
Jacket 100 2309 23,09
Table 1.1: Simulation time and computer time for monopile and jacket for the same load case.
loads.
A reduced order model could be a good solution to the problem, and be able to reduce the
model size without losing accuracy on the loads and displacements on the structure.
Figure 1.5: Diagram of the Offshore Wind Turbine. [4]
1.2 Goals
The goal of this master thesis is to find a reduced model of the jacket substructure. This
should consist of as few degrees of freedom as possible as those are directly responsible of the
computational time.
The reduced model should predict the dynamic response of the jacket substructure when not
coupled to the tower, and the substructure assembled to the tower and turbine.
The loads on the turbine should also be represented accuratly, the aerodynamic loads at the




To be able to find a reduced model with the requirements stated above a number of phases will
be done.
After the introduction, the OWT system that is going to be studied is introduced in order to get
a general overview of the problem and the aerodynamic and wave loads that support.
Then, an Euler-Bernoulli finite element beam model is going to be set. The dynamic properties
of that model will be verified with results in literature and Hawc2. That will allow to build a jacket
dynamic model that will be used throughout the process.
The dynamic system will be modelled by means of the equation of motion
Mu+ Cu˙+Ku = f
The system matrices ,M, C and K will be projected with the transformation matrix in order to get
a system with less Degrees of Freedom (Dofs).
The most popular reduction methods are:
• Static Condensation
In this method the stiffness and mass matrices of the system are divided into “master” nodes
that will be kept after reduction and “slave” nodes. The transformation matrix expresses the
static displacement of “slave” nodes in terms of the “master” that are reduced considering
only static effects [11].
A static condensation does not take into account the inertia effects of the system and therefore
is suitable only for static analysis.
• Improved Reduced System (IRS)
The IRS [12], can be seen as a modification of the static condensation in order to include
the inertia effects on the system. Although it approximates the eigen frequencies and modal
displacements of the master nodes it is highly conditioned to the kept degrees of freedom.
• System Equivalent Expansion Reduction Process (SEREP)
In the SEREP method [13] the eigen analysis of the structure is made and the eigen mode
matrix is partitioned between the “kept” and “omitted” parts. Then the transformation matrix
is calculated as a pseudo-inversion of the modal matrix corresponding to the “kept” modes.
Even though this method gives a good approximation of the response the lack of physical
coordinates does not make it feasible to couple the jacket support structure to the rest of the
turbine.
• Craig-Bampton
The Craig-Bampton reduced set is very convenient for the case of study of this project as it
can be used as a mean to perform component mode synthesis (CMS), being the procedure
that allows coupling of different reduced substructures [6].
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First the nodes of the system are classified as internal or boundary nodes. Being boundary
nodes the nodes that are constrained with another substructure. Then a set of mixed coordi-
nates (physical and modal) is introduced and then the system can be solved preserving the
mode shapes.
In this case, the Craig-Bampton method is the most appropiate as a good reduction can be made
based on the knowledge of the mode shapes and can also be easily coupled with other substructures.
The last part of this master thesis will consist on verifying the reduced model. This will be
done by performing the same load cases in Hawc2 with both original and reduced models and
checking the matching of the loads and eigen modes and frequencies.
CHAPTER 2
Offshore Wind Turbine
In this part, an overview of the system and loads of the OWT is given. The upper part of
the structure (tower, blades and hub) is loaded by the wind the jacket is loaded by the waves and
currents. In this project neither wave loads nor the jacket gravity loads will not be considered in
order to simplify the model and focus on the reduction methods without external loads applied on
the jacket.
2.1 System Description
The OWT that is going to be studied consists on four main blocks of components: Jacket,
transition piece, tower and turbine. The focus will be on the jacket substructure and the transition
piece as are the parts that are included in the finite element model and will be reduced.
2.1.1 Turbine
The NREL 5MW reference wind turbine is used for the simulations. It is an upwind, three-
bladed, variable speed collective pitch controlled with the basic Risø controller. A rated wind
speed of 11.4m/s, with cut-in at 3m/s, cut-out at 25m/s, rated rotational speed of 12.1 rpm and rated
tip speed of 80m/s. I t is supported by a 68m tall tower and the shaft is tilted 5o, the precone of the
rotor is 2, 5o equal for each blade. The mass of the main components being 110,000kg for the rotor,
240,000kg for the nacelle and 200,000kg for the tower making a total of 550,00kg.[14]
2.1.2 Jacket
As stated previously the jacket structure used is the OC4 description of the original model can
be found in [5] but it will still be described in the following paragraphs. A diagram of the jacket
structure can be seen in Fig. 2.2.
This particular jacket is a four-legged symmetric design consisting on four levels of X braces,
a mud brace and four piles supporting the whole structure. The transition piece is a concrete block
where the jacket legs and the tower bottom are attached and with a mass of 660,000Kg.
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the transition piece and connection with the legs and tower bottom. From
[5]
Figure 2.2: OC4 jacket diagram. From [5]
Figure 2.3: OC4 jacket diagram. Red:
Leg lower third; Blue: Leg upper part, Grey:
Braces; Yellow: Transition piece. From [5]
Fig. 2.2 shows how the non-uniformity of the legs (see Table 2.1) and the stiff bars that will be
used to model the transition piece.
The physical properties of the legs, piles, mudbraces and same level braces are the same
making the structure, as said before, symmetric. They can be seen in Tables 2.1 considering
that Young’s modulus E = 2.1E11N/m2, shear modulus G = 8.1E10N/m2 and the torsional
stiffness K = Ip = Iy + Iz[m4] which are constant for all elements. The expression for K is
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simplified for circular sections as it is the case for al the bars in the jacket. The definition of the
Part Length [m] I [m4] Outer diameter [m] thickness [mm]
Leg (lower level) 20.42 0.299E-01 1.2 50
Leg (2nd to 4th) 40.8 0.21E-01 1.2 35
Pile 4.5 0.326 2.082 60
Brace X1 21.68 0.37E-02 0.8 20
Brace X2 18.69 - - -
Brace X3 16.18 - - -
Brace X4 14.06 - - -
Mud Brace 11.93 - - -
Table 2.1: Jacket mechanical properties, except the length all the properties of the different braces
are the same
system in Hawc2 can be found in Appendix B.
2.2 Aerodynamic Loads
The rotor loads are the main factor that drives the loads throughout the support structure. The
elasticity of the turbine components couples the wind loads and displacements, therefore the system
has to be solved considering aerodynamic coupling. In Figure 2.4 a diagram of a two-bladed wind
turbine rotor can be seen with the loads on the blades and important geometrical parameters. The
loads on the turbine are derived from the Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory, as in [15]
where a blade is discretized in several elements, the loads are found on each element and then those
integrated over the blades and the swept area of the rotor.
The loading in the blades depend on the various properties of the rotor, the blades and the wind.
As seen in Figure 2.5 the loads can be calculated from the incoming flow, the rotational speed of
the rotor, the radial position of the airfoil and the aerodynamic parameters by means of Eq. (2.1).
FD =
1





2 · CL · c · V
2
rel
dQ = FL · sin ◊ ≠ FD · cos ◊
dT = FL · cos ◊ + FD · sin ◊
(2.1)
In Eq. (2.1), dQ and dT are the force terms on every section of the blade. Those contribute to
the total torque and thrust force that the hub will be loaded with. When integrating those over the
blade, for each blade total thrust and torque are found.
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The stochastic wind loads and the flexibility of the whole structure make it very important to
consider aeroelastic effects in the loading of the turbine. Cyclic behaviour of the loads will be seen
with the rotational frequency of the rotor (named P) and its harmonics. In [16] a thorough study of
aeroelasticity on wind turbines is made.
The frequencies expected to have a bigger influence in the loading of the structure are the
first eigen frequencies of the structure and the 3P frequency depending on the rotational speed
of the turbine. The lowest eigen frequencies of the structure contain most of the energy so when
excited with a certain range of frequencies the first eigen modes have bigger dynamic amplification
resulting in a bigger contribution of the loads.
As the studied turbine is a three-bladed topology the multiples of three of the rotational
frequency (mainly 3P) will be excited as any load affecting the blades each cycle will be seen three
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Figure 2.5: Airfoil wind and loads
times. For each rotation of the rotor the blades go through different loadings, the gravitational force
will act in different directions twice per cycle and the aerodynamic loads will drop when the blade
is passing on front of the tower as the air velocity is much lower in that part. Even though turbulent




In this Chapter a detailed description of how the jacket substrucutre and transition piece are
modelled is given as this model will be used to produce the reduced system that will later be
coupled to Hawc2. A brief explanation of how the structure is modelled in Hawc2 is also given and
the differences between the formulations assessed.
Hawc2 uses multibody formulation of Timoshenko beam elements, this is very convenient for
the blades of the turbine as the multibody formulation gives good accuracy for big displacements,
as wind turbine blades have. Timoshenko beam theory models well the shear deformations of a
beam element, that are only relevant when shear deformations are relevant in the specific element.
When an element is a slender beam (widthπ length), as it is the case in most elements of
the system the Timoshenko and Euler-Bernoulli models produce the same results as the shear
deformations can be neglected. As the Euler-Bernoulli beam model is more simple and as accurate
as the Timoshenko model in the case of slender beams as is in the jacket. The Euler-Bernoulli
model is going to be used to describe the dynamic properties and response of the system.
In the following sections the model is going to be described in detail, starting with the formula-
tion of a single element and ending up with the assembly and constraining of different degrees of
freedom of the structure.
3.1 Beam Element
Each element of the beam model consists of two nodes and 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) in
each node. Assuming that axial and torsion deformations are small compared to the bending those
are not coupled to any other degree of freedom, therefore these dynamic parameters can be found
independently. On the other hand, in the transverse vibration of the element there is coupling
between the lateral displacement and the rotation of the section.
The finite element model that will be used is described in [6] and is an application of the
assumed-modes method also described in [6]. First, the shape functions of the different elements
will be calculated, then combining those with the energy equations the stiffness and mass matrices
will be found. Allowing then, to formulate the equations of motion and find the dynamic response
of the system.
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Beams will be discretized in a number of uniform elements over which the deflected shapes
are calculated. Nodes will be constrained by imposing equal displacements, by the direct stiffness
method. The coordinate system of the beams shall be rotated and the nodes constrained in order to
build a complete frame structure.
Figure 3.1: Beam discretization and element
3.1.1 Axial Vibration
For axial vibration the element is represented by one degree of freedom at each end representing
the axial displacement. Considering that the displacement of any point of the element is lineal then
those can be represented as a function of the displacements at the nodes by means of eq. (3.1).
Figure 3.2: Diagram for axial vibrations from [6]
u(x, t) =  1(x)u1(t) + 2(x)u2(t) (3.1)
Enforcing the boundary conditions in eq. (3.2),
 1(0) = 1 ;  1(L) = 0
 2(0) = 0 ;  2(L) = 1
(3.2)
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+ p = ﬂAˆ
2u
ˆt2
=∆ (AEuÕ)Õ = 0 (3.3)
The displacement across the element is found to be













Figure 3.3: Shape Functions for transversal vibration
3.1.2 Torsional Vibration
The torsional vibration of the element is given similarly to subsection 3.1.1, the rotation of the
nodes is represented in Eq. (3.6)
Figure 3.4: Diagram for torsional vibrations from [6]
◊x(x, t) =  1(x)◊x1(t) + 2(x)◊x2(t) (3.6)
For static loading and uniform element the equilibrium equation, Eq. (3.7) becomes in a similar
shape as in Eq. (3.3). Because of this and that the torsional element must satisfy the same boundary
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conditions as the axial element the shape functions of the torsional element will be the same as
shown in Eq. (3.5).
≠(GK◊Õx)Õ + pIp◊¨x = t(x, t) =∆ (GJ◊Õx)Õ = 0 (3.7)
3.1.3 Transverse Vibration
For the transverse vibration two degrees of freedom must be considered at each node, for each
bending direction. Therefore the displacement across the element can be expressed in terms of Eq.
(3.8).
In Fig. 3.5 al degrees of freedom in an element are seen, which are those shown in Figs. 3.2
and 3.4 plus those that produce lateral bending
Figure 3.5: Diagram for 3-D vibrations from [6]
v(x, t) =  v(x)tv(t) (3.8)
The boundary conditions must take into account the rotation of the nodes represented as the
derivative in the longitudal direction of the mode shapes.
 1(0) = 1 ;  Õ1(0) =  1(L) =  Õ1(L) = 0
 Õ2(0) = 1 ;  2(0) =  2(L) =  2(L) = 0
 3(L) = 1 ;  Õ3(0) =  3(0) =  Õ3(L) = 0
 Õ4(L) = 1 ;  Õ4(0) =  4(0) =  Õ4(L) = 0
(3.9)
Similarly as done with the axial and torsional vibrations the equilibrium equation for a uniform











= p(x, t) =∆ (EIvÕÕ)ÕÕ = 0 (3.10)
Which then is solved to give:
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from where the shape functions are obtained
 v =
SWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWU










































Figure 3.6: Shape Functions for transveral vibration
3.1.4 Energy Equations
From the formulation of energy equations and the shape functions described above the mass and
stiffness matrices can be found. This is done by integrating the the equations Eq. (3.3), Eq. (3.7)
and Eq. (3.10) over the three dimensional beam element in the energy equation. Given Lagrange’s










L = T ≠ V
(3.14)
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Replacing u,v and ◊x as shown in equations eq. (3.1), eq. (3.8) and eq. (3.6). Considering w has
the shape forms of v but with  w2 = ≠ v2 and  w3 = ≠ w4. Integrating over the length of the
element and considering
{u}T = [u1 v1 w1 ◊x1 ◊y1 ◊z1 u2 v2 w2 ◊x2 ◊z2 ◊y2] (3.16)
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And therefore the Mass and Stiffness matrices are found, when not considering damping this
matrices comply with the equation of motion of multiple degrees of freedom
Mü+Ku = f (3.26)
3.2 Damping
In Eq. (3.26) the structural damping is not considered, it is going to be modelled as proportional
damping as shown in [17]. Therefore the equations of motion resulting in:
Mü+ Cu˙+Ku = f (3.27)
being
C = –M+ —K (3.28)
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The damping of a dynamic model of a structure is found from experience or experiments. In
this case, the damping is going to be extracted from Hawc2 eigen value analysis so Hawc2 model
and the jacket model developed here have similar damping.
From Hawc2 output files the logarithmic decrement of each vibration mode of the jacket is
directly extracted, then the modal damping of the first two lateral displacement modes is set to
match the logarithmic decrement previously found.
First the damping ratio is found from the logarithmic decrement’s definition being the natural




x(t+ nT ) (3.29)







As the goal is to set the modal damping to the above mentioned values, the following system of
equations must be found for both modal frequencies and their corresponding damping.
–+ —Ê2i = 2Êi›i (3.31)
That can be found with the explicit expressions
– = 2ÊiÊj
Ê2j ≠ Ê2i
(Êj›i ≠ Êi›j) (3.32)
— = 2
Ê2j ≠ Ê2i




The — coefficient will contribute more in the damping of higher frequencies while – will dampen
lower frequencies.
Fig. 3.2 shows that the range of more relevant frequencies is mainly influenced by stiffness
proportional damping, to be consistent with the concept that a rigid body motion should have no
structural damping, – = 0.
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Figure 3.7: Proportional damping, showing Mass and Stiffness contributions
3.3 Rotation
The mass and stiffness matrices shown in Section 3.1.4 are for beam elements with the x-axis
along the the longitudinal direction. Specially when modelling a framework the local coordinate
system must be rotated in order to have all elements in the same global coordinates so the assembly
of the stiffness can be done.
The rotation will be described in terms of Euler’s symmetric parameters named Quaternions,
this is the method used in the Hawc2 model, for simplicity it is also going to be used in the FEM
model built here, those are real numbers a, b, c, d such that a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 = 1 and represent
the rotation of an angle   around a vector k˛ = (kx, ky, kz) being de Euler Parameters found:
a = cos( /2)
b = kx sin( /2)
c = ky sin( /2)





a2 + b2 ≠ c2 ≠ d2 2(bc≠ ad) 2(bd+ ac)
2(bc+ ad) a2 + c2 ≠ b2 ≠ d2 2(cd≠ ab)
2(bd≠ ac) 2(cd+ ab) a2 + d2 ≠ b2 ≠ c2
TXXV (3.36)
To rotate the coordinate system of an element this has to be pre and post-multiplied by the






















3.4 Assembly and Constrains
The Direct Stiffness method, as described in [6], is based upon the work and energy being
scalar quantities and that those can be superposed. When several elements have nodes constrained
with each other its characteristic matrices can also be superposed.
First the different members of the structure will be modelled independently (legs, braces and
piles) as their properties are read from Hawc2 input files. Then, the members are going to be rotated
appropriately and thereafter assembled all together getting the global matrices of the system.
The external constrains of the system are going to be defined in a similar fashion as the assembly
process, in this case the constrain conditions are zero displacements and rotations, therefore the
rows and columns corresponding to those will be removed from the system matrices.
3.4.1 Loads
Further on the project the loads will have to be calculated from the results of the FEM model.
The loads will be recovered using Eq. (3.27), for each element:
Meüe + Ceu˙e +Keue = fe (3.38)
Where fe are the forces at the nodes forming an element. The element matrices are found using the
procedure detailed in previous sections and are also rotated accordingly.
3.5 Verification
The verification of the model will consist on building a model of both a clamped beam and a
two-story two dimensional frame and perform an eigen-value analysis on both and compare the
results with previous work found in the literature.
3.5.1 Clamped Beam
To verify the dynamic properties of a cantilever beam the code will be compared with the eigen
value analysis performed in hawc2 with a beam with the same properties. In that case a leg that is
later going to be used for the assembly of the jacket is considered. The mentioned leg does not
have homogeneous properties as the lower third has a bigger section and therefore is stiffer. The
properties of the beam can be seen in Table 2.1.
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Mode Hawc2 [Hz] FEM [Hz] difference [%]
1st Bending 0.3438 0.3446 0.2234
2nd Bending 1.8042 1.8112 0.3883
3rd Bending 4.9364 4.9959 1.2038
4th Bending 10.0607 9.9575 1.0257
1st Torsion 13.1365 13.1553 0.14303
5th Bending 16.4178 16.5521 0.81803
Table 3.1: Percentage difference in natural frequencies obtained in Hawc2 and in the Finite
Element Method model
Figure 3.8: First three bending mode shapes for a cantilever beam
From this results it can be said that the beam model is relatively accurate due to the low
difference in the eigen frequencies and the expected mode shapes. The differences on the beam
theory used, Timoshenko in Hawc2 and Euler-Bernoulli in the model being verified here are not
relevant as the differences are small.
In the next section the rotation and assembly of different beams is going to be checked in the
analysis of a two-dimensional frame.
3.5.2 Two-dimensional Frame
To verify the assembly and rotation of the matrices a two-dimensional framework shown in
[18] will be assembled and its natural frequencies compared to the solution given by the author.
The frame consists of 4 uniform bars forming a two-storey frame. With Young’s modulus
E = 206.84GN/m2 and density ﬂ = 7.83E3Kg/m3 and other properties seen in Fig. 3.9. As
previously stated the frame is divided in 4 beams, two vertical columns and two horizontal bars
connecting the vertical beams. Each beam will be discretized in 14 elements, it is important to have
an even number of elements as a node is needed in the middle as the mid-point node is constrained
with a node from a horizontal beam.
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Figure 3.9: Plane frame work with dimensions and node numbers after discretization, units in
[cm]
The beams are rotated and the clamped nodes constrained as shown in previous sections, then
an eigen-value analysis is performed and eigen modes and frequencies are found, in Table 3.5.2.
The antisymmetric mode shapes frequencies, being the modes where horizontal beams mode shapes
are antisymmetric respect their mid point, are compared with the results also from [18].
Modes Literature [18] [Hz] FEM [Hz] % difference
1 15.14 15.1384 0.01
2 53.32 53.2988 0.04
3 155.48 155.2259 0.16
4 186.51 185.9603 0.30
5 270.85 269.7027 0.43
Table 3.2: Comparison of natural frequencies for a plane frame
With Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11 showing the expected mode shapes and with eigen frequencies
difference of less than 0.5% up to the 5th antisymmetric mode which is the 8th mode when
considering symmetric and anisymmetric modes, it can be said the the developed beam model gives
accurate eigen vectors and frequencies.
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Figure 3.10: Antisymmetric vibration modes of a plane framework
Figure 3.11: Symmetric vibration modes of a plane framework
3.6 Jacket Model
In this section the jacket model that will later be reduced is build. aThe OC4 [10] reference
jacket will be initially used as described in the Hawc2 model. The discretization will be done as in
Hawc2 and adding an extra node in between the sections defined in the input file. The final model
of the jacket substructure has 1416 Dof. It should be kept in mind that the global coordinates of the
system are with z-direction pointing downards and y-direction pointing downwind.
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The jacket model is build by using the theory shown in previous sections, the piles are modelled
as stiff, as those are constrained with the seabed they are just eliminated from the model and instead
the bottom of the legs is contrained.
The properties of the different members are extracted directly from Hawc2 input files so the
properties are the same in both models. Physical properties of each memeber can be seen in Section
2.1.2 and in Table 2.1.
The definition of the system in Hawc2 can be found in Appendix B.
When it comes to the rotation in the Hawc2 model the rotations are described by means of the
euler parameters (quaternions). Those parameters are not exact therefore the rotation breaks the
symmetry of the stiffness matrix due to to the high values of the stiffness matrix.
To fix this issue the matrix is imposed to be symmetric using the expression K = (K≠KÕ)/2.
If this is not done it will affect the numerical calculations from later on the process. This will also
be done for the mass matrix.
3.6.1 Transition Piece Model
In the Hawc2 model the transition piece is modelled as a stiff block of material with mass an
inertia attached to the tower bottom, see Fig. 2.1. This could be modelled as several stiff beams
, with elastic properties several orders of magnitude higher than the flexible beams, therefore
constraining the motion of the leg top Dofs. Nevertheless this process will increase the condition
number of the stiffness matrix, this might cause problems when using a matrix in an operation such
A · x = B where A has a high condition the solution x = A\B might not be accurate.
The other approach to model the transition piece is to constrain the mentioned leg top nodes
by imposing rigid body displacement conditions. In this case, this four nodes will be refered to
the point where the tower bottom should be attached, this will allow to couple the FEM model to
Hawc2 in a straightforward way.
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The system matrices can then be projected with the transformation matrices and therefore the nodes
are condensed to one position.
3.6.2 Eigen Anlaysis
Once the jacket FEM model is set, it is needed to verify it. This will be done by comparing it
to the Hawc2 Eigen value analysis results. It has to be taken into account that Hawc2 considers
Timoshenko beam theory with a shear coefficient of k = 0.5 for all the elements of the jacket. For
this kind of slender beams no difference due to shear defformation is expected.
The comparison of the first 10 modes can be seen in Table 3.3. The deformed shapes of the first
two lateral displacement modes and the first torsional mode are shown in figures from Fig. 3.12 to
Fig. 3.17. All the 10 deflected shapes are show in Appendix A.
Mode Hawc2 [Hz] FE 4L [Hz] Difference [%]
1 2.6244 2.6263 0.0705
2 2.6245 2.633 0.0688
3 4.9999 4.9909 0.1787
4 6.6358 6.5440 1.3831
5 6.6358 6.5440 1.3827
6 6.7964 6.8111 0.9643
7 7.2650 7.2771 0.1672
8 7.3559 7.2814 1.0123
9 7.9061 7.8681 0.4817
10 7.9061 7.8683 0.4787
Table 3.3: Comparison between eigen frequencies of the Hawc2 OC4 jacket model and the
Euler-Bernoulli beam model
We can conclude that the 4 legged jacket model made in this first part is valid and the mode
shapes and frequencies are the same as in the Hawc2 model.
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Figure 3.12: 1st Lateral displacement
mode, f=2.6 Hz
Figure 3.13: 1st Hawc2 Lateral displace-
ment mode
Figure 3.14: 1st jacket torsion mode,
f=5Hz Figure 3.15: 1st Hawc2 Torsion mode
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Figure 3.16: 2nd Lateral displacement
mode. f=6.6 Hz
Figure 3.17: 2nd Hawc2 Lateral displace-
ment mode
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3.7 Full system model
In this section a eigen analysis of the full system will be made with Haw2. It will be seen how
the jacket substructure contributes to the mode shapes and eigen frequencies of the whole model,
therefore giving an overview of the motion that the jacket reduced model will have to approximate.
The model of the full system is set with Hawc2. The model used can be found in [4], and
is an updated version of othe code used for the OC4 project, as stated before the turbine is the
NREL reference wind turbine mounted in a 68m tower on top of the transition piece and the jacket
substructure.
In Figures from Fig. 3.18 to Fig. 3.23, the first 5 tower modes are shown. The 2nd tower side
to side modes vibrate at a natural frequency of f = 1.20Hz around the same value of 6 times the
rotational frquency. Therefore it can be said that those five modes give a good representation of the
turbine under the expected loading frequencies.
Figure 3.18: 1st tower fore-aft mode.
f=0.32 Hz
Figure 3.19: 1st tower side to side mode.
f=0.32 Hz
If we consider the jacket modes contributing to the modes of the whole system it can be seen
that for the fore-aft and side to side 1st and 2nd modes, the jacket substructure contributes mainly
with its lateral displacement modes, while other modes might be present but in a much smaller
contribution.
In the tower torsion mode Fig. 3.21, the first torsion mode of the jacket is contributing to the
mode shape of the full system.
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Figure 3.20: 1st tower torsion mode.
f=0.62 Hz Figure 3.21: Detail of the torsion mode
Figure 3.22: 2nd tower fore-aft mode.
f=1.20 Hz





4.1 Craig-Bampton Component Mode Synthesis
In the Craig-Bampton reduction [6] the structure is divided into two sets of Dofs. The boundary
and the internal Dofs. The particularity of this method is that the boundary Dofs are kept in physical
coordinates while the internal ones are reduced into a truncated set of modal coordinates.





















This allows a good accuracy of the dynamic response by being able to pick the mode shapes of
the structure. At the same time the coupling with other substructures is relatively simple, as the
physical Dofs are kept at the points where reaction or external forces are going to be applied.
This method will be used for finding a reduced system of the jacket substructure and will be
discussed in detail in the following section.
The method can be illustrated by the use of a simple case such in a both sides clamped beam
seen in Fig. 4.1. Take, for example component –, its Dofs have been divided in two sets of Dofs uj
(ub from now on) and ui.
The structure that is going to be reduced is represented by two sets of modes. The so-called
constraint modes and fixed-interface normal modes that will later be superposed.
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Figure 4.1: a) System than will be substructured. b) Substructures to be reduced. From [6]
Figure 4.2: The two different sets of nodes. From [6]
Constraint Modes
The constraint modes are defined as the static deflected shape of the structure when a boundary
Dof has unit displacement while the other ones are constrained.






















 TK  = Kbb ≠KbiKiiKim (4.5)
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Fixed-Interface Modes
Fixed-Interface modes are defined as normal modes where the boundary Dofs are constrained.
Those modes are obtained by use of the classic eigen-value problem in the form:
(Kii ≠ Ê2Mii)  = 0 (4.6)
From   matrix only a reduced number of modes is picked. The truncation of   is what reduces the
number of Dofs of the system as the modes containing the most energy are kept therefore keeping
the accuracy of the system response.
Transformation Matrix
From the definition of the two sets of modes,those can be superposed to find the displacement
of the original system. It can be defined by:
u =  qi + qb (4.7)
Where qb is the vector of generalized coordinates for the fixed-interface modes and qi is the vector
of physical coordinates at the interface.
The modal states are expected to have zero mean as they represent oscillations while the static
component of the displacements and loads will be due to the boundary node displacement. Eq.













From where it can also be seen that the interface coordinates are qb = ub
The range of frequencies where this transformation is valid depends on the fixed-interface modes
kept, this will depend on each structure and how the modes contribute the nodal displacements and
the conditions of assembly with other substructures. This will be assessed further on in the specific
case of this project.
Pre and post multiplying the system matrices by the transposed and the transformation matrix itself
respectively Eq. (3.26) becomes.
TTMTü+ TTKTu = TT fT (4.9)
From where The reduced matrices can be derived.





















µbb =  i(Mii +Mib) +Mbi ú +Mbb
(4.11)
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kii =  bb
kib = 0
kbb = Kbb ≠KbiK≠1ii Kib
(4.13)







The Craig-Bampton method can be see as an augmentation of the static condensation as it adds
the fixed-interface modes to the transformation matrix.
Substructure Assembly
Coupling with other substructures is essential. In the case of the offshore wind turbine studied
here two dynamic models will be coupled. The model conserving all the Dofs, being the turbine
and tower. And the reduced model conserving the physical nodes at the interface.
Lets consider the tower and turbine system matrices as in Eq. (4.1). The procedure will be
shown with stiffness matrices but is done analogously with the mass and damping.
















Considering that the Dofs are both in the global coordinate system and, imposing that the




Kib,T Kii,T + kbb kTib
kib kii
TXXV (4.17)
To couple the reduced model to the Hawc2 dynamic system the “External SystemDLL Interface”
Dynamic Link Library (DLL). The mass, stiffness and damping matrices are written in binary
format to be used as input for the DLL. In the input file to Hawc2 the external system is defined, as
well as to which body is constrained to.
Then the program solves the system imposing the constrains with the external system and
returns its states and first and second derivatives for each time step.
Load Recovery
Once the states of the model are extracted from Hawc2 it is needed to recover the original
displacements and loads. This can be done in two different ways, one way is to use the states
recovered from the output of the software (in that case Hawc2), expand the states into the original
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model and then find the stresses by means of the strain-displacement and stress-strain matrices as
in Section 3.4.1.
One way to do that is by means of a transformation matrix that relates the states of the reduced
system with those of the original model.




































Once the displacements from the original model are found the loads have to be recovered, this is
done as detailed in Section 3.4.1
The other method to calculate the displacements on the original structure is to solve the equtions
of motion for the jacket full moded Eq. 3.27 imposing boundary conditions at the interface. This
method will be more expensive computationally that the previously stated but it should provide
more accurate solution as no error is introduced transforming the displacements from the reduced
cooordinates to the original model.
4.2 Jacket Reduced Model
The model developed in Section 3.6 will be reduced here by using the Craig-Bampton method.
4.2.1 Constraint Modes
The mentioned constrained modes represent the deflected mode shape of the structure when
the displacement of one boundary Dof is set to one while the others are constrained. The contraint
modes will be the same for all the cases and are shown from Fig. 4.3 to Fig. 4.8.
In the particular case of this model when using the static condensation a numerical issue
arises. When computing Eq. (4.5), when solving the ≠KmsK≠1ss Ksm of the equation Eq. (??). An
asymmetry is introduced in the matrix when solving Kss\Ksm.
Those errors are due to the backslash operation even though the condition of the matrix
Ÿ(Kss) = 4.2e6
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Figure 4.3: x-displacement static deflection Figure 4.4: y-displacement static deflection
Figure 4.5: x-rotation static deflection Figure 4.6: y-rotation static deflection
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Figure 4.7: z-displacement static deflection Figure 4.8: z-rotation static deflection
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4.2.2 Fixed-Interface modes
The choice of the fixed-interface mode shapes to include in the Craig-Bampton method is
crucial as those dictate the behaviour of the jacket. When the jacket is coupled to the rest of the
structure some jacket modes will not be seen in the whole system, therefore it is convenient not to
include those in the reduced model as will not contribute neither to the displacement nor the loads.
It was seen in Section 3.7 that the jacket substructure contributes to the whole system with
bending and torsion modes. The jacket modes where the 4 legs do not move collectively will not be
present in the full system. Three cases will be chosen to assess the contribution of different modes.
The first case will include the first fixed-interface lateral displacement modes for both x and y
directions and the first torsion mode Fig. 4.13, being the 1st and 2nd fixed interface modes seen in
Fig. 4.12 for one direction. and the torsion mode Fig. 4.13, corresponding to the 8th fixed-interface
mode.
The second case will include all the modes up until the second lateral displacement modes, also
for both x and y directions, corresponding to modes 6th and 7th, 4.2.2. The torsion mode is also
included here.
The third case will include all the modes up until the third lateral displacement, also for both x
and y directions, corresponding to modes 11th and 12th, 4.2.2. In this case the first torsion mode is
already included in the set of fixed-Interface mode shapes.
The first 12 fixed-interface mode shapes can be found in Appendix A.
Mode FE 4L 12 modes 8 modes 3 modes
[Hz] C-B [Hz] error [%] C-B [Hz] error [%] C-B [Hz] error [%]
1 2.6307 2.6395 -0.3 2.6439 -0.5 2.6571 -1.0
2 2.6308 2.6396 -0.3 2.6440 -0.5 2.6571 -1.0
3 4.9791 5.0079 -0.58 5.0079 -0.58 5.0079 -0.58
4 6.6722 6.7170 -0.67 6.7346 -0.94 6.9033 -3.5
5 6.6722 6.7171 -0.67 6.7347 -0.94 6.9033 -3.5
6 6.8907 6.8907 0 6.8907 0.0 14.9851 -117
7 7.2717 7.2717 0 7.2717 0.0 23.4228 -222
8 7.3850 7.3857 0.0 7.3862 0.0 23.4228 -217
9 7.9193 8.0044 -1.07 8.0510 -1.7 - -
10 7.9193 8.0044 -1.07 8.0511 -1.7 - -
11 8.4504 8.4504 0.0 13.6107 -61 - -
12 9.4380 9.4491 -0.18 14.1922 -30 - -
13 10.4148 10.4981 -1.3 28.9037 -177 - -
14 10.4149 10.5509 -1.3 28.9042 -177 - -
Table 4.1: Comparison between eigen frequencies of the Euler-Bernoulli FEM model and the
Craig Bampton reduced model for the 4-Legged jacket
From Table 4.1, it is seen that the natural frequencies are well predicted at least to the same
number as fixed-interface modes are added in the Craig-Bampton reduction.
Besides the natural frequencies is important that the reduced model also predicts the mode
shapes accuratly. To assess the error of the mode shapes, the Normalised Cross Orthogonality
(NCO), is used.






Being  the modal matrix of the full jacket model,  R the recovered model matrix from the reduced
model andM the mass matrix.
The NCO matrix contains values in the interval 0:1, where 1 shows full correlation between
mode shapes and 0 shows no correlation. The best correlation would be shown as a identity matrix,
the values outside the diagonal show the cross correlation between different modes and should be
as close to zero as possible.
In Fig. 4.9, Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 color plots of the NCO matrices for the three different
reductions is shown. Blank parts indicate a correlation Æ 0.05.
In all three cases the jacket modes are predicted accurately until, at least, the number of the
fixed-interface modes.
Figure 4.9: NCO color matrix for the 3
fixed-interface modes model.
Figure 4.10: NCO color matrix for the 8
fixed-interface modes model.
Figure 4.11: NCO color matrix for the 12 fixed-interface modes model.
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Figure 4.12: First lateral displacement
fixed interface mode. f=6.2Hz
Figure 4.13: First Torsional fixed interface
mode. f=8.05Hz
Figure 4.14: Second lateral displacement
fixed interface mode. f=7.6Hz
Figure 4.15: Third lateral displacement
fixed interface mode. f=10.3Hz
CHAPTER 5
Validation of the Reduced model
In this Chapter the jacket substructure in the Hawc2 model is replaced by the reduced model
built in the previous Chapter, some load cases (described further on) are simulated with the reduced
models and the full jacket. Then the loads of the reduced model are recovered as in Section 4.1 and
a comparisson between the full and reduced models is made.
5.1 Dynamic Properties
An eigen value analysis is done when the reduced system is coupled with the full system, the
eigen frequencies are also the same for the three jacket reduced models and are close to the values
of the original OWT structure 5.1. The natural frequencies showing the most error at the 1st, 2nd,
3rd and 4th, being those the first and second lateral displacements modes of the turbine in both x
and y-directions.
The modal logarithmic decrements also show some error, just under 10% in the first two modes
and below 60% for the 7th and 8th modes.
Despite of the reduced model being accurate when the structure is not coupled, it fails to predict
the exact natural frequencies fo the whole OWT structure. Nevertheless en error of 4.23% in the
first mode shapes might still show accurate results when simulating the system.
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Mode Frequency [Hz] Log. Decr. [%]
Red. Model Full Model Error [%] Red. Model Full Model Error [%]
1 0.3289 0.3164 3.97 1.748 1.928 9.34
2 0.3350 0.3214 4.23 1.759 1.951 9.84
3 0.6246 0.6236 0.17 2.660 2.710 1.84
4 0.6602 0.6589 0.20 3.012 3.028 0.5284
5 0.6923 0.6913 0.13 3.225 3.238 0.401
6 1.073 1.071 0.17 3.00 3.042 1.38
7 1.085 1.081 0.37 3.012 3.108 3.089
8 1.324 1.205 9.94 2.465 5.499 55
9 1.337 1.214 10.13 2.389 5.555 57
10 1.643 1.640 0.18 6.07 6.508 6.67
11 1.722 1.726 0.21 1.392 1.391 0.65
12 1.883 1.883 0.00 8.342 8.487 1.71
Table 5.1: Natural frequencies and logarithmic degrements for the OWT system with a reduced
substructure and the original jacket
5.2 Loads
To make a first validation of the reduced models two load cases are set, those being based on
the “International Standard IEC 61400”, Design Load case 1.1 that refers to normal operation under
normal turbulence level. From this the cases with no yaw misalignment, wind speeds of 6m/s and
14m/s will be simulated.
Figure 5.1: Sensors where the loads are represented, the leg that is being measured is located
downwind
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The definition of the system in Hawc2 and the master files for the two models can be found in
Appendix B.
The loads are measured at 3 different parts of the structure as seen as black points in Fig. 5.1,
two at leg number 1, one at a the tower bottom. Also the aerodynamic thrust force, torque and
power are measured at the tower top. The loads where recovered using Eq. 4.20 and Eq. 4.19.
It should be kept in mind that fore-aft motion is in the y-direction, side to side is in the
x-direction and z-direction is pointing downwards to the sea bed.
The computation time of the reduced model is considerably lower than when simulating the
full original structure. The computing time is now back to around 4 times the simulating time,
similar to a monopile substructure and 6 times smaller than the full jacket model.
Considering the results from Table 5.1, the modal displacements related to the fixed-interface
modes are plotted in Fig. 5.2. This is done to see how some modes contribute more to the structure
than others. It can be seen that the 2nd to the 4th modes the contribution is zero and therefore
are not needed to be included in the model, it can also b said the the 2nd x and y-direction lateral
displacements modes have small contribution compared to the 1st modes. This is corroborated by
the results of the comparison of eigen frequencies and loads.
Figure 5.2: Modal coordinates related to the fixed-interface modes in the model with 8 fixed-
interface modes.
When plotting the response for the different reduced models, it is seen that the response is
exactly the same, therefore in the following plots the legend for only one reduced model is shown
as the others are not visible.
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5.2.1 Aerodynamic Loads
In Figures from Fig. 5.3 to Fig. 5.8, the aerodynamic thurst force, torque and power are shown.
The loading for the reduced models corresponds with the full jacket model so it can be said that
reducing of the model does not affect the loading of the turbine. In Table 5.2.1 and Table 5.2.1 the
mean and standard deviation of aerodynamic loads is seen, with error percentatges practically zero.
Mean [Hz] Std. [%]
Red. Model Full Model Error [%] Red. Model Full Model Error [%]
Thrust [kN] 255.7 255.5 0.1 74.5 74.5 0.0
Torque [KNm] 1137 1136 0.1 366.9 366.9 0.0
Power [kW] 1008 1007 -0.1 441.4 441.5 0.0
Table 5.2: Mean and standard deviation of aerodynamic loads and power for the reduced and
original model for 6m/s
Mode Mean [Hz] Std. [%]
Red. Model Full Model Error [%] Red. Model Full Model Error [%]
Thrust [kN] 441 441 0.0 70.9 71.4 0.7
Torque [KNm] 4136 4138 0.0 541.2 541.3 0.0
Power [kW] 5244 5247 0.0 685.9 656 0.0
Table 5.3: Mean and standard deviation of aerodynamic loads and power for the reduced and
original model for 14m/s
Figure 5.3: Aerodynamic Thrust Force for 6m/s
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Figure 5.4: Aerodynamic Torque for 6m/s
Figure 5.5: Aerodynamic Power for 6m/s
Figure 5.6: Aerodynamic Force for 14m/s
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Figure 5.7: Aerodynamic Torque for 14m/s
Figure 5.8: Aerodynamic Power for 14m/s
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5.2.2 Tower Loads
The loads at the tower bottom in the Figures from Fig. 5.9 to Fig. C.6, as stated before, three
cases with different reduced models show exactly the same time response. The mean and standard
deviation for the reduced and original modal can be seen with the error in Table 5.2.2 and Table
5.2.2, here the error in the mean loads are very low.
The error in the standard deviation of the side to side loading of the turbine is due to the lower
damping in the reduced structure as seen Table 5.1. For the fore-aft motion the aerodynamic
damping is big compared to the structural damping and therefore this big difference is not seen.
Figure 5.9: Fx at the tower base for 6m/s
The tower loads figures for the load case at a wind speed of 14m/s can be found in Appendix C.
5.2.3 Jacket Loads
From Figures Fig. 5.16 to Fig. 5.17 the loads of the jackets are seen for 14m/s and the sensor
number 2. It can be soon seen that the loads extracted from the reduced model do not correspond
with the loads in the original system.
The fact that the OWT structure with the reduced model has some error in the natural frequencies
might not be an issue for the aerodynamic loads and the loads at the tower bottom. Nevertheless,
Mean [Hz] Std. [%]
Red. Model Full Model Error [%] Red. Model Full Model Error [%]
Fx [KN] -2.722 -2.494 9.1 49.5 36.1 37
Fy [KN] 258.1 257.8 0.1 134.0 118.7 12.1
Fz [KN] 5550 5549 0.0 14.5 12.9 -12
Mx [kNm] 1768 17464 0.0 8676 7653 13
My [KNm] 1350 1335 1.1 3254 2375 37
Mz [kNm] -139 -139 0.0 1189 1185 0.0
Table 5.4: Loads on the reduced and original model for 6m/s
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Mean [Hz] Std. [%]
Red. Model Full Model Error [%] Red. Model Full Model Error [%]
Fx [KN] -11.65 -11.5 -1.2 39.7 35.5 12
Fy [KN] 457.5 457.8 0.0 93.52 92.7 1.5
Fz [KN] 55759 5576 0.0 35.3 30.6 15
Mx [kNm] 32280 32318 0.1 6052 6275 3.6
My [KNm] 5043 5040 -0.1 2529 2361 7.1
Mz [kNm] -528.8 -525.0 -0.7 2298 2287 0.5
Table 5.5: Loads on the reduced and original model for 14m/s
Figure 5.10: Fy at the tower base for 6m/s
this error might be an important factor when recovering the loads at the jacket.
The error in the jacket loads might also be due to the recovery process of the displacements as
using the transformation matrix increases the numerical error of the solution.
The rest of the plots for the load cases are found in Appendix C.
Sensor 1 Sensor 2
Full mod. Red. mod. error [%] Full mod. Red. mod. error [%]
Fx[kN] 235 180 30 204 183 11
Fy[kN] 224 169 32 193 171 12
Fz[kN] 6423 4852 -2 5390 4801 12
Mx [kNm] 141 110 28 78.9 57.4 37
My [kNm] -129 -89.1 45 30.4 43 29
Mz [kNm] 30.2 -27.9 208 -1.0 2.5 140
Table 5.6: Mean loads for the two different models and two leg sensors at a wind speed of 14m/s.
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Figure 5.11: Fz at the tower base for 164m/s
Figure 5.12: Mx at the tower base for 6m/s
Figure 5.13: My at the tower base for 6m/s
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Figure 5.14: Mz at the tower base for 6m/s
Figure 5.15: Fx at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 14m/s
Figure 5.16: Fy at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 14m/s
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Figure 5.17: Fz at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 14m/s
Figure 5.18: Mx at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 14m/s
Figure 5.19: My at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 14m/s
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Figure 5.20: Mz at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 14m/s
Sensor 1 Sensor 2
Full mod. Red. mod. error [%] Full mod. Red. mod. error [%]
Fx [kN] 24.1 20.7 18 17.4 15.6 11
Fy [kN] 22.0 19.11 15 16.0 14.2 13
Fz [kN] 664 569 17 479 422 14
Mx [kNm] 16.08 15.5 3.7 16.84 14.6 15
My [kNm] 12.72 11.1 15 7.42 7.26 2.2
Mz [kNm] 17.8 17.7 0.57 17.5 17.5 0
Table 5.7: Standard deviation of loads for the two different models and two leg sensors at a wind
speed of 14m/s.
Sensor 1 Sensor 2
Full mod. Red. mod. error [%] Full mod. Red. mod. error [%]
Fx [kN] 356 147 142 172 153 12
Fy [kN] 331 142 133 167 145 15
Fz [kN] 6073 3990 52 4550 4051 1.3
Mx [kNm] 101 86 -17 38.8 21.1 84
My [kNm] -107 -74 45 17.2 30.1 43
Mz [kNm] 17.6 -13.4 231 0.6 -0.2 400
Table 5.8: Mean loads for the two different models and two leg sensors at a wind speed of 6m/s.
Sensor 1 Sensor 2
Full mod. Red. mod. error [%] Full mod. Red. mod. error [%]
Fx [kN] 24.1 20.7 16 51.6 23.8 116.8
Fy [kN] 22.0 19.11 15 46.6 21.2 115
Fz [kN] 664 569 17 706 646 9.3
Mx [kNm] 16.08 15.5 3.7 13 17.6 26
My [kNm] 12.72 11.1 14.6 15.6 12.1 29
Mz [kNm] 17.8 17.7 0.57 14.7 12.6 17





The Euler-Bernouilli model showed very accurate eigen frequencies within an error less than
0.5% (Table 3.3)for the first ten modes and the same eigen modes when compared to the Hawc2
model.
Reduced Model
The Craig-Bampton reduced suceeded in predicting the jacket natural frequencies accurately
until a certain limit depending on the mode shapes included. In this case, three reduced models
were made and predicted the natural frequencies with less than 1% (Table 4.1)in the expected
frequency range. The mode shape correlation between the reduced and original model was made
and the modes were also accurate.
Reduced Model on the Offshore Wind turbine
When coupling the reduced model errors are introduced to the eigen frequencies of the OWT
structure, the tower lateral displacement frequencies are shown to be higher, 4% and 4.2% for the
1st tower fore-aft and side to side modes respectively and 10% for the the 2nd tower frequencies.
On top of that, the damping also shows error, being of in 10% the above mentioned 1st tower
modes and 55% and 60% for the 2nd tower modes.
Loads
The aerodynamic loads are predicted with high accuracy, with less than error in the mean and
standard deviation of the loads.
The loads on the tower bottom are well predicted except for the side to side direction where
both the mean and standard deviation show errors of up to. The big error in the modal damping
is probably responsible for this difference, this is not seen in the fore-aft motion because the
aerodynamic damping is of a bigger magnitude than the structural damping.
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In the loads of the jacket substructure the error builds up when going closer to the sea bed, this
might be due to the difference in the structure when reducing the jacket substructure and numerical
error can also contribute when recovering the states of the Dofs for the full model.
CHAPTER 7
Conclusions
The first part of this project consisted on making an Euler-Bernoulli finite element model of the
jacket structure and transition piece of the OC4 ?? reference jacket. This jacket model was later
reduced using the Craig-Bampton Component mode synthesis method.
The results show that the jacket finite element model is succesfully reduced matching the mode
shapes and frequencies with a good accuracy depending on which fixed-interface mode shapes are
included. Those were chosen in order to represent the mode shapes for when the jacket is attached
to the tower bottom.
The second part consisted on coupling the reduced model to the original structure with a 68m
tower and the reference NREL 5MW wind turbine [14]. Two load cases were simulated for this
turbine with both the original and reduced jacket support substructure.
When coupling the jacket reduced model to the tower bottom and the turbine the frequencies
and logarithmic decrements of the whole system were represented with lower accuracy.
The areodynamic loads were seen to match for both models while more error was seen in the
tower, specially regarding the damping of the side to side motion due to the lower damping. When
recovering the loads in the jacket substructure even more error is found.
To solve the problems found a good approach would be to calculate the jacket displacements by
solving the equations of motion of the original jacket imposing boundary conditions at the interface
and then recalculate the forces as recovering directly the displacements of the reduced error can





The most important part of the future work would be to modify the model in order to predict
the loads accurately in the jacket substructure, further analysis on the contribution of the jacket
modes to the whole Offshore Wind Trubine structure should be made and the eigen frequencies
and dampings should be matched with better accuracy.
To improve the accuracy the displacements could be recovered by solving the finite element
problem for the uncoupled jacket imposing displacement and loads of the tower bottom at the top
of the transition piece.
Due to the limited time disposed of for this project several simplifications were made on the
model that should be added in a more realistic version. In this project no external forced was
considered in the jacket, waves and gravity should be also included to produce a realistic offshore
model.
It is also important to perform a wide range of load cases and calculate the ultimate loads and
perform a fatigue analysis in order to make sure that the load cycles are similar in both reduced and
original model.
It would also be interesting to produce a Dynamic Link Library to be coupled to Hawc2 and
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Figure A.1: 1st y-direction Lateral dis-
placement mode. f=2.6244 Hz
Figure A.2: 1st x-direction Lateral dis-
placement mode. f=2.6245 Hz
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Figure A.3: 1st jacket torsion mode, f=5Hz
Figure A.4: 2nd y-direction Lateral dis-
placement mode. f=6.6358 Hz
Figure A.5: 2nd x-direction Lateral dis-
placement mode. f=6.6358 Hz
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Figure A.6: 1st jacket torsion mode, f=5Hz
Figure A.7: f=7.2650 Hz Figure A.8: f=7.3559 Hz
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Figure A.9: 3rd x-direction Lateral dis-
placement mode. f=7.9061 Hz
Figure A.10: 3rd y-direction Lateral dis-
placement mode. f=7.9061 Hz
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A.2 Static Deflections
Figure A.11: x-displacement static deflec-
tion
Figure A.12: y-displacement static deflec-
tion
Figure A.13: x-rotation static deflection Figure A.14: y-rotation static deflection
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Figure A.15: z-displacement static deflec-
tion Figure A.16: z-rotation static deflection
A.3 Fixed-Interface Mode shapes
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Figure A.17: y-direction first bending fixed
interface mode, f=6.2Hz
Figure A.18: y-direction first bending fixed
interface mode, f=6.2Hz
Figure A.19: f=6.89Hz Figure A.20: f=7.27Hz
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Figure A.21: x-direction second bending
fixed interface mode, f= 7.6Hz
Figure A.22: y-direction second bending
fixed interface mode, f=7.6Hz
Figure A.23: f=7.27Hz Figure A.24: f= 8.05Hz
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Figure A.25: f=8.4Hz Figure A.26: f= 8.45Hz
Figure A.27: x-direction third bending
fixed interface mode, f=10.31Hz
Figure A.28: y-directionTorsional fixed in-









solvertype 1 ; (newmark)
on_no_convergence continue ;
max_iterations 200 ;
convergence_limits 10E3 1.0 0.7 ;
logfile ./log/[Case id.].log ;
[animation] animation ./animation/[Case id.].dat;
;
begin newmark;
beta 0.27; 0.27 is default






beam_output_file_name ./log/[Case id.]_beam.dat; Optional - Calculated beam properties of the bodies are written to file
body_output_file_name ./log/[Case id.]_body.dat; Optional - Body initial position and orientation are written to file
;[eigen_body] body_eigenanalysis_file_name ./eigenfrq/[Case id.]_body_eigen.dat;
;[eigen_struct] structure_eigenanalysis_file_name ./eigenfrq/[Case id.]_strc_eigen.dat ;
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------













damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ; Mx My Mz Kx Ky Kz , Ms raises overall level, Ks raises high freguency level
concentrated_mass 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.9E3 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; 1st tower point mass
concentrated_mass 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4E3 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; 2nd tower point mass
concentrated_mass 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0E3 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; 3rd tower point mass




set 1 1 ;
end timoschenko_input;
begin c2_def; Definition of centerline (main_body coordinates)
nsec 9;
sec 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; x,y,z,twist
sec 2 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 ;
sec 3 0.0 0.0 -12.0 0.0 ;
sec 4 0.0 0.0 -22.0 0.0 ;
sec 5 0.0 0.0 -34.0 0.0 ;
sec 6 0.0 0.0 -44.0 0.0 ;
sec 7 0.0 0.0 -54.0 0.0 ;
sec 8 0.0 0.0 -63.0 0.0 ;











damping_posdef 2.00E-05 2.00E-05 2.00E-04 3.00E-06 3.00E-06 2.00E-05;
gravity 9.80665;
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begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data/NREL_5MW_st.txt ;
set 4 2 ;
end timoschenko_input;
begin c2_def; Definition of centerline (main_body coordinates)
nsec 2;
sec 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; x,y,z,twist







; damping_posdef 9.025E-06 9.025E-06 8.0E-05 8.3E-06 8.3E-06 8.5E-05 ;
damping 2.50E-04 1.40E-04 2.00E-03 3.00E-05 3.00E-05 2.00E-04 ;
concentrated_mass 2 0.0 1.9 0.21256 2.4E5 1741490.0 1.7E5 1741490.0 ; Nacelle mass and inertia
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data/NREL_5MW_st.txt ;
set 2 1 ;
end timoschenko_input;
begin c2_def; Definition of centerline (main_body coordinates)
nsec 2;
sec 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; x,y,z,twist











; damping_posdef 7.00E-3 7.00E-03 7.00E-02 3.48E-04 3.48E-04 1.156E-03 ;
damping_posdef 7.00E-3 7.00E-03 7.00E-02 6.5E-04 6.5E-04 1.84E-02 ;
concentrated_mass 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5025497.444 ;generator equivalent slow shaft
concentrated_mass 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 56780 0.0 0.0 115926 ; hub mass and inertia;
begin timoschenko_input;
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filename ./data/NREL_5MW_st.txt ;
set 3 1 ;
end timoschenko_input;
begin c2_def; Definition of centerline (main_body coordinates)
nsec 5;
sec 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; Tower top x,y,z,twist
sec 2 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 ;
sec 3 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 ;
sec 4 0.0 0.0 3.1071 0.0 ; Main bearing











damping_posdef 2.00E-05 2.00E-05 2.00E-04 3.00E-06 3.00E-06 2.00E-05;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data/NREL_5MW_st.txt ;
set 4 1 ;
end timoschenko_input;
begin c2_def; Definition of centerline (main_body coordinates)
nsec 2;
sec 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; x,y,z,twist























; damping 3.5e-2 5.5e-4 5.0e-4 3.0e-4 0.5e-3 5.5e-3 ;
damping_posdef 1.16e-4 5.75e-5 6.1e-6 6.5e-4 5.1e-4 6.4e-4 ;
begin timoschenko_input ;
filename ./data/NREL_5MW_st.txt ;
set 5 1 ; set subset
end timoschenko_input;
begin c2_def; Definition of centerline (main_body coordinates)
nsec 19 ;
sec 1 0 0.0000 0.000 0.000 ; x.y.z. twist
sec 2 -0.0027 0.0006 1.367 -13.308 ;
sec 3 -0.1057 0.0250 4.100 -13.308 ;
sec 4 -0.2501 0.0592 6.833 -13.308 ;
sec 5 -0.4592 0.1086 10.250 -13.308 ;
sec 6 -0.5699 0.1157 14.350 -11.480 ;
sec 7 -0.5485 0.0983 18.450 -10.162 ;
sec 8 -0.5246 0.0832 22.550 -9.011 ;
sec 9 -0.4962 0.0679 26.650 -7.795 ;
sec 10 -0.4654 0.0534 30.750 -6.544 ; 50% blade radius
sec 11 -0.4358 0.0409 34.850 -5.361 ;
sec 12 -0.4059 0.0297 38.950 -4.188 ;
sec 13 -0.3757 0.0205 43.050 -3.125 ;
sec 14 -0.3452 0.0140 47.150 -2.319 ;
sec 15 -0.3146 0.0084 51.250 -1.526 ;
sec 16 -0.2891 0.0044 54.667 -0.863 ;
sec 17 -0.2607 0.0017 57.400 -0.370 ;
sec 18 -0.1774 0.0003 60.133 -0.106 ;

























inipos 0.0 0.0 -20.15 ; initial position of node 1

















body2_eulerang 90.0 0.0 0.0;
body2_eulerang [tilt] 0.0 0.0; 5 deg tilt angle
body2_ini_rotvec_d1 0.0 0.0 -1.0 [init_wr]; 0.5 ; body initial rotation velocity x.y.z.angle velocity[rad/s] (body 2 coordinates)
; body2_ini_rotvec_d1 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.9424 ; body initial rotation velocity x.y.z.angle velocity[rad/s] (body 2 coordinates)
end relative;





body2_eulerang -90.0 0.0 0.0;
body2_eulerang 0.0 180.0 0.0;






body2_eulerang -90.0 0.0 0.0;
body2_eulerang 0.0 60.0 0.0;






body2_eulerang -90.0 0.0 0.0;
body2_eulerang 0.0 -60.0 0.0;


















body2_eulerang 0.0 0.0 0.0;
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bearing_vector 2 0.0 0.0 -1.0;










density 1.225 ; to be checked
wsp [Windspeed] ;
tint [TI] ;
horizontal_input 1 ; 0=false, 1=true
windfield_rotations [wdir] [wtilt] 0.0 ; yaw, tilt, rotation
center_pos0 0.0 0.0 -90.0 ;
shear_format [shear_type] [shear_exp] ; 0=none,1=constant,2=log,3=power,4=linear
turb_format [tu_model] ; 0=none, 1=mann,2=flex
tower_shadow_method [tower_shadow] ; 0=none, 1=potential flow, 2=jet, 3=potential_2
; Anand’s sugestion
;[staircase] scale_time_start [t0] ;
;[staircase] wind_ramp_factor 0.0 [t0_ramp] [wsp factor] [wsp factor] ;
;[staircase] wind_ramp_factor [t0_ramp] [t0_ramp1] 1.0 [wsp factor1];
; IEC & Christina
;[staircase] scale_time_start [t0] ;
[staircase] wind_ramp_factor 0.0 50 [wsp factor] 1.0 ;
;[staircase] wind_ramp_factor 0.0 [t0_ramp] [wsp factor] [wsp factor] ;
;[staircase] wind_ramp_factor [t0_ramp] [t0_ramp1] 1.0 [wsp factor1];
[gust] iec_gust [gust_type] [G_A] [G_phi0] [G_t0] [G_T] ;
;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 50.0 50.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 80.0 80.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 110.0 110.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 140.0 140.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 170.0 170.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 200.0 200.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 230.0 230.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 260.0 260.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 290.0 290.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 320.0 320.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 350.0 350.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 380.0 380.1 0.0 1.0 ;
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;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 410.0 410.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 440.0 440.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 470.0 470.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 500.0 500.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 530.0 530.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 560.0 560.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 590.0 590.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;
begin mann;




box_dim_u 8192 [turb_dx] ;
box_dim_v [turb_grid_yz] [turb_dy];
box_dim_w [turb_grid_yz] [turb_dz];






radius 0.0 2.8 ;








hub_vec shaft -3 ; rotor rotation vector (normally shaft composant directed from pressure to sustion side)
link 1 mbdy_c2_def blade1;
link 2 mbdy_c2_def blade2;
link 3 mbdy_c2_def blade3;
ae_filename ./data/NREL_5MW_ae.txt;
pc_filename ./data/NREL_5MW_pc.txt;
induction_method [induction] ; 0=none, 1=normal
aerocalc_method 1 ; 0=ingen aerodynamic, 1=med aerodynamic
aerosections 30 ;
ae_sets 1 1 1;
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tiploss_method 1 ; 0=none, 1=prandtl








aerodrag_sections uniform 10 ;
nsec 2 ;
sec 0.0 0.6 5.6 ; tower bottom
sec 68 0.6 4.0 ; tower top
end aerodrag_element;
;
begin aerodrag_element ; Nacelle drag side
mbdy_name shaft;
aerodrag_sections uniform 2 ;
nsec 2 ;
sec 0.0 0.8 10.0 ;









;[tow_hydro] rho 1027 ; kg/m^3
;[tow_hydro] gravity 9.81 ; m/s^2
;[tow_hydro] mwl [mwl];
;[tow_hydro] mudlevel [mudlevel] ;
;[tow_hydro] wave_direction [wave_dir] ;
;[tow_hydro] current [current_type] [current_speed] 2 [current_dir];
;[tow_hydro] ;0=none, 1=contant 2= power law, 2 current velocity at mwl u0, type parameter 2=alfa, Current direction rel to wave
;[tow_hydro] water_kinematics_dll ./wkin_dll_nonlinear.dll ./htc_hydro/[waves].htc ;
;[tow_hydro] end water_properties;
;[tow_hydro] ; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
;[tow_hydro] continue_in_file ./htc_hydroelement/lin_th_Cd0.9_Ca1.htc ;
;[tow_hydro] ; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------










;[tow_soil] soilsections uniform 30; Distribution of soil calculations points from mbdy note 1 to n
;[tow_soil] damping_k_factor 0.01; 0.01 Reyleigh damping based on soil stiffness matrix
;[tow_soil] set 1 ; lateral
;[tow_soil] set 2; axial









[control_risoe] filename ./control/basic_3ba_ct10nl.dll ;
[control_risoe] dll_subroutine regulation ;
[control_risoe] arraysizes 25 15 ;
[control_risoe] deltat [dt_ctrl];
[control_risoe] begin output;
[control_risoe] general constant 1 ; inputfile extension o1 1
[control_risoe] general time ; o1 2
[control_risoe] constraint bearing1 shaft_rot 1 only 2; speed generator o1 3
[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 pitch1 1 only 1; o1 4
[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 pitch2 1 only 1; o1 5
[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 pitch3 1 only 1; o1 6
[control_risoe] wind free_wind 1 0.0 0.0 -90.0; global coords at hub height
o1 7,8,9
[control_risoe] general constant [pitch_kp] ; Kp pitch o1 10
[control_risoe] general constant [pitch_ki] ; Ki pitch o1 11
[control_risoe] general constant [pitch_kd] ; Kd pitch o1 12
[control_risoe] general constant [torqe_kp] ; Kp torque o1 13
[control_risoe] general constant [torqe_ki] ; Ki torque o1 14
[control_risoe] general constant [torqe_kd] ; Kd torque o1 15
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[control_risoe] general constant [stop_t0] ; generator stoptime
o1 16
[control_risoe] general constant [stop_pitdel]; pitch stopdelay
o1 17
[control_risoe] general constant [stop_pitvel]; pitch stop velmax
o1 18
[control_risoe] general constant [stop_type] ; stop type (not used)
o1 19
[control_risoe] general constant [cutin_t0] ; cut-in time
o1 20
[control_risoe] general constant [stop_pitdel2]; stop delay 2
o1 21
[control_risoe] general constant [stop_pitvel2]; pitch stop velmax2
o1 22







[control_risoe] filename ./control/basic_3ba_ct10nl.dll ;
[control_risoe] dll_subroutine generator ;
[control_risoe] arraysizes 15 15 ;
[control_risoe] deltat [dt_ctrl];
[control_risoe] begin output;
[control_risoe] general time ; o2 1
[control_risoe] dll inpvec 1 1; input til h2, dll no 1, plads no 1
o2 2 i1 1
[control_risoe] general constant 0.94; Efficiency factor
o2 3
[control_risoe] constraint bearing1 shaft_rot 1 only 2; speed generator o2 4
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[control_risoe] filename ./control/basic_3ba_ct10nl.dll ;
[control_risoe] dll_subroutine pitchservo ;
[control_risoe] arraysizes 15 15 ;
[control_risoe] deltat [dt_ctrl];
[control_risoe] begin output;
[control_risoe] general time ; o3 1
[control_risoe] dll inpvec 1 2; o3 2 i1 2
[control_risoe] dll inpvec 1 3; o3 3 i1 3
[control_risoe] dll inpvec 1 4; o3 4 i1 4
[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 pitch1 1 only 1; o3 5
[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 pitch2 1 only 1; o3 6




[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 angle pitch1;
[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 angle pitch2;





[control_NREL] filename ./control/bladed2hawc.dll ;
[control_NREL] dll_subroutine regulation ;
[control_NREL] arraysizes 15 15 ;
[control_NREL] deltat [dt_ctrl];
[control_NREL] begin output;
[control_NREL] general time ; 1
[control_NREL] constraint bearing2 pitch1 1; angle and angle velocity written to dll 2,3
[control_NREL] constraint bearing2 pitch2 1; angle and angle velocity written to dll 4,5
[control_NREL] constraint bearing2 pitch3 1; angle and angle velocity written to dll 6,7
[control_NREL] constraint bearing2 shaft_rot 1; angle and angle velocity written to dll (slow speed shaft) 8,9
[control_NREL] wind free_wind 1 0.0 0.0 -90.0; local wind at fixed position: coo (1=global,2=non-rotation rotor coo.), pos x, pos y, pos z 10,11,12
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[control_NREL] begin hawc_dll;
[control_NREL] filename ./control/pitchservo_pos.dll ;
[control_NREL] dll_subroutine servo ;
[control_NREL] arraysizes 15 15 ;
[control_NREL] deltat [dt_ctrl];
[control_NREL] begin output;
[control_NREL] general time ; 1
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 2; 2
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 3; 3
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 4; 4
[control_NREL] constraint bearing2 pitch1 1; angle and angle velocity written to dll 5,6
[control_NREL] constraint bearing2 pitch2 1; angle and angle velocity written to dll 7,8




[control_NREL] body bearing_angle pitch1;
[control_NREL] body bearing_angle pitch2;





[tow_damp] filename ./control/damper.dll ;
[tow_damp] dll_subroutine damp ;
[tow_damp] arraysizes 15 15 ;
[tow_damp] begin output;
[tow_damp] general time ; 1
[tow_damp] general constant [td_start] ; cut-in time of tower damper
[tow_damp] general constant [td_stop] ; cut-out time of tower damper
[tow_damp] general constant -1.0E6 ;
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[gear] filename ./control/hss_convert.dll ;
[gear] arraysizes_init 3 1 ;
[gear] arraysizes_update 2 2 ;
[gear] begin init;
[gear] constant 1 1.0 ; number of used sensors - in this case only 1
[gear] constant 2 1000; unit conversion factor
[gear] end init;
[gear] begin output;














filename ./res/[Case id.] ;





; SHAFT rotation and pitch angles
constraint bearing1 shaft_rot 2; angle and angle velocity
constraint bearing2 pitch1 5; angle and angle velocity
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; BLADE aerodynamic parameters
wind free_wind 1 0.0 0.0 -57.75; local wind at fixed position: coo (1=global,2=non-rotation rotor coo.), pos x, pos y, pos z
wind free_wind 1 0.0 0.0 -90.0; local wind at fixed position: coo (1=global,2=non-rotation rotor coo.), pos x, pos y, pos z
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; radial position in meters
aero alfa 1 10.0;
aero alfa 1 45.0;
aero alfa 1 61.5;
; radial velocity
aero vrel 1 61.5;
;
; induction factors
aero induc_sector_a 40.0 0;
;
aero induc_sector_a 40.0 60; {1= Radius [m/s] Azimuth angle} {2= zero downwards) [deg]}
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; water surface, velocity and acceleration
hydro water_surface 0.0 0.0 ;
hydro water_vel_acc 0.0 -10.0 0.0;
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; BLADE moments and forces
; blade root
mbdy momentvec blade1 1 1 blade1 # blade1 root bending moments ;
mbdy forcevec blade1 1 1 blade1 # blade1 root forces ;
;
mbdy momentvec blade2 1 1 blade2 # blade2 root bending moments ;
mbdy forcevec blade2 1 1 blade2 # blade2 root forces ;
;
mbdy momentvec blade3 1 1 blade3 # blade3 root bending moments ;
mbdy forcevec blade3 1 1 blade3 # blade3 root forces ;
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; BLADE deformations
mbdy state pos blade1 18 1.0 global # blade1 tip deflections;
mbdy state pos blade2 18 1.0 global # blade2 tip deflections;
mbdy state pos blade3 18 1.0 global # blade3 tip deflections;
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; HUB forces and moments
; root: hub-shaft connection
mbdy momentvec hub1 1 1 hub1 # MOM hub1 root ;
mbdy forcevec hub1 1 1 hub1 # FRC hub1 root ;
mbdy momentvec hub1 1 1 shaft # MOM hub1 root (shaft coordinates) ;
mbdy forcevec hub1 1 1 shaft # FRC hub1 root (shaft coordinates) ;
;
; pitch bearing
mbdy momentvec hub1 1 2 hub1 # MOM blade1 root ;
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mbdy forcevec hub1 1 2 hub1 # FRC blade1 root ;
mbdy momentvec hub2 1 2 hub2 # MOM blade2 root ;
mbdy forcevec hub2 1 2 hub2 # FRC blade2 root ;
mbdy momentvec hub3 1 2 hub3 # MOM blade3 root ;
mbdy forcevec hub3 1 2 hub3 # FRC blade3 root ;
;
mbdy momentvec hub1 1 2 shaft # MOM hub1 root (shaft coordinates) ;
mbdy forcevec hub1 1 2 shaft # FRC hub1 root (shaft coordinates) ;
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; SHAFT loading
mbdy momentvec shaft 4 1 shaft # main bearing moments (shaft end);
mbdy forcevec shaft 4 1 shaft # main bearing forces (shaft end);
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; TOWER TOP global position
mbdy state pos towertop 1 1.0 global # towertop position ;
;
mbdy momentvec towertop 1 2 towertop # yaw bearing ;
mbdy forcevec towertop 1 2 towertop # yaw bering ;
mbdy momentvec towertop 1 1 towertop # nacelle bottom ;
mbdy forcevec towertop 1 1 towertop # nacelle bottom ;
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; TOWER moments and forces
; at the top
mbdy momentvec tower 8 2 global # abaqus input ;
mbdy forcevec tower 8 2 global # abaqus input ;
; at the bottom
mbdy momentvec tower 1 1 global # tower bottom moments ;
mbdy forcevec tower 1 1 global # tower bottom forces ;
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; TOWER position
mbdy state pos towertop 1 0 global # tower top position ;
mbdy state pos tower 8 1 global # tower top position ;
mbdy state pos tower 1 0 global # tower bottom position ;
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; PILES moments and forces
mbdy forcevec Pile1 1 1 global # Pile1 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec Pile1 1 1 global # Pile1 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec Pile2 1 1 global # Pile2 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec Pile2 1 1 global # Pile2 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec Pile3 1 1 global # Pile3 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec Pile3 1 1 global # Pile3 moment vector ;
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mbdy forcevec Pile4 1 1 global # Pile4 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec Pile4 1 1 global # Pile4 moment vector ;
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; JACKET MEMBERS moments and forces
; PILES moments and forces
mbdy forcevec Pile1 1 1 global # Pile1 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec Pile1 1 1 global # Pile1 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec Pile2 1 1 global # Pile2 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec Pile2 1 1 global # Pile2 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec Pile3 1 1 global # Pile3 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec Pile3 1 1 global # Pile3 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec Pile4 1 1 global # Pile4 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec Pile4 1 1 global # Pile4 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L1 9 2 global # L1 10 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L1 9 2 global # L1 10 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L1 8 2 global # L1 9 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L1 8 2 global # L1 9 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L1 7 2 global # L1 8 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L1 7 2 global # L1 8 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L1 6 2 global # L1 7 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L1 6 2 global # L1 7 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L1 6 2 global # L1 6 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L1 6 2 global # L1 6 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L1 5 2 global # L1 5 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L1 5 2 global # L1 5 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L1 4 2 global # L1 4 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L1 4 2 global # L1 4 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L1 3 2 global # L1 3 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L1 3 2 global # L1 3 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L1 2 2 global # L1 2 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L1 2 2 global # L1 2 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L1 1 2 global # L1 1 moment force ;
mbdy momentvec L1 1 2 global # L1 1 moment vector ;
;
mbdy forcevec L2 9 2 global # L2 10 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L2 9 2 global # L2 10 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L2 8 2 global # L2 9 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L2 8 2 global # L2 9 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L2 7 2 global # L2 8 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L2 7 2 global # L2 8 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L2 6 2 global # L2 7 shear force ;
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mbdy momentvec L2 6 2 global # L2 7 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L2 6 2 global # L2 6 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L2 6 2 global # L2 6 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L2 5 2 global # L2 5 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L2 5 2 global # L2 5 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L2 4 2 global # L2 4 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L2 4 2 global # L2 4 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L2 3 2 global # L2 3 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L2 3 2 global # L2 3 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L2 2 2 global # L2 2 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L2 2 2 global # L2 2 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L2 1 2 global # L2 1 moment force ;
mbdy momentvec L2 1 2 global # L2 1 moment vector ;
;
mbdy forcevec L3 9 2 global # L3 10 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L3 9 2 global # L3 10 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L3 8 2 global # L3 9 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L3 8 2 global # L3 9 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L3 7 2 global # L3 8 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L3 7 2 global # L3 8 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L3 6 2 global # L3 7 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L3 6 2 global # L3 7 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L3 6 2 global # L3 6 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L3 6 2 global # L3 6 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L3 5 2 global # L3 5 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L3 5 2 global # L3 5 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L3 4 2 global # L3 4 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L3 4 2 global # L3 4 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L3 3 2 global # L3 3 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L3 3 2 global # L3 3 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L3 2 2 global # L3 2 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L3 2 2 global # L3 2 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L3 1 2 global # L3 1 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L3 1 2 global # L3 1 moment vector ;
;
mbdy forcevec L4 9 2 global # L4 10 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L4 9 2 global # L4 10 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L4 8 2 global # L4 9 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L4 8 2 global # L4 9 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L4 7 2 global # L4 8 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L4 7 2 global # L4 8 moment vector ;
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mbdy forcevec L4 6 2 global # L4 7 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L4 6 2 global # L4 7 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L4 6 2 global # L4 6 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L4 6 2 global # L4 6 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L4 5 2 global # L4 5 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L4 5 2 global # L4 5 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L4 4 2 global # L4 4 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L4 4 2 global # L4 4 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L4 3 2 global # L4 3 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L4 3 2 global # L4 3 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L4 2 2 global # L4 2 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L4 2 2 global # L4 2 moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec L4 1 2 global # L4 1 shear force ;
mbdy momentvec L4 1 2 global # L4 1 moment vector ;
; X-connection loads
; side 1
mbdy forcevec S1X1A 3 1 global # S1X1A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S1X1A 3 1 global # S1X1A moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec S1X2A 2 1 global # S1X2A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S1X2A 2 1 global # S1X2A moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec S1X3A 2 1 global # S1X3A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S1X3A 2 1 global # S1X3A moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec S1X4A 2 1 global # S1X4A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S1X4A 2 1 global # S1X4A moment vector ;
; side 2
mbdy forcevec S2X1A 3 1 global # S2X1A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S2X1A 3 1 global # S2X1A moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec S2X2A 2 1 global # S2X2A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S2X2A 2 1 global # S2X2A moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec S2X3A 2 1 global # S2X3A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S2X3A 2 1 global # S2X3A moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec S2X4A 2 1 global # S2X4A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S2X4A 2 1 global # S2X4A moment vector ;
; side 3
mbdy forcevec S3X1A 3 1 global # S3X1A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S3X1A 3 1 global # S3X1A moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec S3X2A 2 1 global # S3X2A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S3X2A 2 1 global # S3X2A moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec S3X3A 2 1 global # S3X3A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S3X3A 2 1 global # S3X3A moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec S3X4A 2 1 global # S3X4A shear force ;
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mbdy momentvec S3X4A 2 1 global # S3X4A moment vector ;
; side 4
mbdy forcevec S4X1A 3 1 global # S4X1A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S4X1A 3 1 global # S4X1A moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec S4X2A 2 1 global # S4X2A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S4X2A 2 1 global # S4X2A moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec S4X3A 2 1 global # S4X3A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S4X3A 2 1 global # S4X3A moment vector ;
mbdy forcevec S4X4A 2 1 global # S4X4A shear force ;
mbdy momentvec S4X4A 2 1 global # S4X4A moment vector ;
;
[control_risoe] dll outvec 1 1 # version;
[control_risoe] dll outvec 1 2 # time;
[control_risoe] dll outvec 1 3 # slow speed shaft rad/s;
[control_risoe] dll outvec 1 4 # pitch angle 1;
[control_risoe] dll outvec 1 5 # pitch angle 2;
[control_risoe] dll outvec 1 6 # pitch angle 3;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 7 # WSP_x_global;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 8 # WSP_y_global;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 9 # WSP_z_global;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 10 # PID_comvar.kpro;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 11 # PID_comvar.kint;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 12 # PID_comvar.kdif;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 13 # PID_genvar.kpro;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 14 # PID_genvar.kint;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 15 # PID_genvar.kdif;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 16 # Generator stoptime;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 17 # pitch stop delay;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 18 # stopvelmax;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 19 # stoptype;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 20 # cutin t0 ;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 21 # stopdelay2 ;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 22 # stopvelmax2 ;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 23 # regulatorvar.PID_com_var.velmax ;
[control_risoe] ;;
[control_risoe] ;dll inpvec 1 1 # Pelekref;
[control_risoe] dll inpvec 1 2 # pitchref 1;
[control_risoe] dll inpvec 1 3 # pitchref 2;
[control_risoe] dll inpvec 1 4 # pitchref 3;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 5 # Mgen ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 6 # pitang_com ;
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[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 7 # pit_limit;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 8 # switch1;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 9 # switch2;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 10 # PID_gen_var.outmin;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 11 # T_ref ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 12 # omegafilt ;
[control_risoe] ; ;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 2 1 # time ;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 2 2 # Powref ;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 2 3 # Efficiency ;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 2 4 # omega LSS ;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 2 5 # gear ratio ;
[control_risoe] ; ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 2 1 # Mgen LSS (shaft torque N) ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 2 2 # Mframe (gearbox reaction N) ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 2 3 # Mgen HSS (generator reaction N) ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 2 4 # Generator Pelec kW ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 2 5 # Generator Pmech kW ;
[control_risoe] ; ;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 3 1 # time;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 3 2 # pitchref 1;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 3 3 # pitchref 2;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 3 4 # pitchref 3;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 3 5 # pitch angle 1;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 3 6 # pitch angle 2;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 3 7 # pitch angle 3;
[control_risoe] ; ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 3 1 # pitch 1;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 3 2 # pitch 2;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 3 3 # pitch 3;
;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 1 # time;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 2 # pitch angle 1;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 3 # pitch vel 1;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 4 # pitch angle 2;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 5 # pitch vel 2;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 6 # pitch angle 3;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 7 # pitch vel 3;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 8 # gen. azi slow;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 9 # gen. speed slow;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 10 # free wind x;
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[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 11 # free wind y;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 12 # free wind z;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 13 # gear ratio;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 1 # Mgen slow;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 2 # pitchref 1;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 3 # pitchref 2;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 4 # pitchref 3;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 5 # Gen speed fast;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 6 # Mgen fast;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 7 # F;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 8 # Mechanical power generator [kW];
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 9 # Electrical power generator [kW];
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 10 # Pitch rate [rad/s];
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 2 1 # pitch 1;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 2 2 # pitch 2;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 2 3 # pitch 3;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 1 # time;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 2 # pitchref 1;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 3 # pitchref 2;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 4 # pitchref 3;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 5 # pitch angle 1;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 6 # pitch speed 1;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 7 # pitch angle 2;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 8 # pitch speed 2;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 9 # pitch angle 3;








solvertype 1 ; (newmark)
on_no_convergence continue ;
max_iterations 200 ;
convergence_limits 10E3 1.0 0.7 ;
logfile ./log/[Case id.].log ;
[animation] animation ./animation/[Case id.].dat;
;
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begin newmark;
beta 0.27; 0.27 is default






beam_output_file_name ./log/[Case id.]_beam.dat; Optional - Calculated beam properties of the bodies are written to file
body_output_file_name ./log/[Case id.]_body.dat; Optional - Body initial position and orientation are written to file
;[eigen_body] body_eigenanalysis_file_name ./eigenfrq/[Case id.]_body_eigen.dat;
;[eigen_struct] structure_eigenanalysis_file_name ./eigenfrq/[Case id.]_strc_eigen.dat ;












damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ; Mx My Mz Kx Ky Kz , Ms raises overall level, Ks raises high freguency level
concentrated_mass 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.9E3 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; 1st tower point mass
concentrated_mass 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4E3 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; 2nd tower point mass
concentrated_mass 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0E3 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; 3rd tower point mass




set 1 1 ;
end timoschenko_input;
begin c2_def; Definition of centerline (main_body coordinates)
nsec 9;
sec 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; x,y,z,twist
sec 2 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 ;
sec 3 0.0 0.0 -12.0 0.0 ;
sec 4 0.0 0.0 -22.0 0.0 ;
sec 5 0.0 0.0 -34.0 0.0 ;
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sec 6 0.0 0.0 -44.0 0.0 ;
sec 7 0.0 0.0 -54.0 0.0 ;
sec 8 0.0 0.0 -63.0 0.0 ;















set 4 2 ;
end timoschenko_input;
begin c2_def; Definition of centerline (main_body coordinates)
nsec 2;
sec 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; x,y,z,twist











; damping_posdef 9.025E-06 9.025E-06 8.0E-05 8.3E-06 8.3E-06 8.5E-05 ;
damping 2.50E-04 1.40E-04 2.00E-03 3.00E-05 3.00E-05 2.00E-04 ;
concentrated_mass 2 0.0 1.9 0.21256 2.4E5 1741490.0 1.7E5 1741490.0 ; Nacelle mass and inertia
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data/NREL_5MW_st.txt ;
set 2 1 ;
end timoschenko_input;
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begin c2_def; Definition of centerline (main_body coordinates)
nsec 2;
sec 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; x,y,z,twist











; damping_posdef 7.00E-3 7.00E-03 7.00E-02 3.48E-04 3.48E-04 1.156E-03 ;
damping_posdef 7.00E-3 7.00E-03 7.00E-02 6.5E-04 6.5E-04 1.84E-02 ;
concentrated_mass 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5025497.444 ;generator equivalent slow shaft
concentrated_mass 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 56780 0.0 0.0 115926 ; hub mass and inertia;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data/NREL_5MW_st.txt ;
set 3 1 ;
end timoschenko_input;
begin c2_def; Definition of centerline (main_body coordinates)
nsec 5;
sec 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; Tower top x,y,z,twist
sec 2 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 ;
sec 3 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 ;
sec 4 0.0 0.0 3.1071 0.0 ; Main bearing











damping_posdef 2.00E-05 2.00E-05 2.00E-04 3.00E-06 3.00E-06 2.00E-05;
begin timoschenko_input;
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filename ./data/NREL_5MW_st.txt ;
set 4 1 ;
end timoschenko_input;
begin c2_def; Definition of centerline (main_body coordinates)
nsec 2;
sec 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ; x,y,z,twist





















; damping 3.5e-2 5.5e-4 5.0e-4 3.0e-4 0.5e-3 5.5e-3 ;
damping_posdef 1.16e-4 5.75e-5 6.1e-6 6.5e-4 5.1e-4 6.4e-4 ;
begin timoschenko_input ;
filename ./data/NREL_5MW_st.txt ;
set 5 1 ; set subset
end timoschenko_input;
begin c2_def; Definition of centerline (main_body coordinates)
nsec 19 ;
sec 1 0 0.0000 0.000 0.000 ; x.y.z. twist
sec 2 -0.0027 0.0006 1.367 -13.308 ;
sec 3 -0.1057 0.0250 4.100 -13.308 ;
sec 4 -0.2501 0.0592 6.833 -13.308 ;
sec 5 -0.4592 0.1086 10.250 -13.308 ;
sec 6 -0.5699 0.1157 14.350 -11.480 ;
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sec 7 -0.5485 0.0983 18.450 -10.162 ;
sec 8 -0.5246 0.0832 22.550 -9.011 ;
sec 9 -0.4962 0.0679 26.650 -7.795 ;
sec 10 -0.4654 0.0534 30.750 -6.544 ; 50% blade radius
sec 11 -0.4358 0.0409 34.850 -5.361 ;
sec 12 -0.4059 0.0297 38.950 -4.188 ;
sec 13 -0.3757 0.0205 43.050 -3.125 ;
sec 14 -0.3452 0.0140 47.150 -2.319 ;
sec 15 -0.3146 0.0084 51.250 -1.526 ;
sec 16 -0.2891 0.0044 54.667 -0.863 ;
sec 17 -0.2607 0.0017 57.400 -0.370 ;
sec 18 -0.1774 0.0003 60.133 -0.106 ;




























;continue_in_file orientation.dat ; Definition of jacket structure (base orientation)






inipos 0.0 0.0 -20.15 ; initial position of node 1


















body2_eulerang 90.0 0.0 0.0;
body2_eulerang [tilt] 0.0 0.0; 5 deg tilt angle
body2_ini_rotvec_d1 0.0 0.0 -1.0 [init_wr]; 0.5 ; body initial rotation velocity x.y.z.angle velocity[rad/s] (body 2 coordinates)






body2_eulerang -90.0 0.0 0.0;
body2_eulerang 0.0 180.0 0.0;
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body2_eulerang -90.0 0.0 0.0;
body2_eulerang 0.0 60.0 0.0;






body2_eulerang -90.0 0.0 0.0;
body2_eulerang 0.0 -60.0 0.0;




























;continue_in_file constraints.dat ; Definition of jacket structure
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
;










mbdy_node tower 0 ;




























body1 shaft last ;
body2 hub2 1;
end fix1;
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;
begin fix1;



































density 1.225 ; to be checked
wsp [Windspeed] ;
tint [TI] ;
horizontal_input 1 ; 0=false, 1=true
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windfield_rotations [wdir] [wtilt] 0.0 ; yaw, tilt, rotation
center_pos0 0.0 0.0 -90.0 ;
shear_format [shear_type] [shear_exp] ; 0=none,1=constant,2=log,3=power,4=linear
turb_format [tu_model] ; 0=none, 1=mann,2=flex
tower_shadow_method [tower_shadow] ; 0=none, 1=potential flow, 2=jet, 3=potential_2
[staircase] wind_ramp_factor 0.0 50 [wsp factor] 1.0 ;
; Anand’s sugestion
;[staircase] scale_time_start [t0] ;
;[staircase] wind_ramp_factor 0.0 [t0_ramp] [wsp factor] [wsp factor] ;
;[staircase] wind_ramp_factor [t0_ramp] [t0_ramp1] 1.0 [wsp factor1];
; IEC & Christina
;[staircase] scale_time_start [t0] ;
;[staircase] wind_ramp_factor 0.0 [t0] [wsp factor] 1.0 ;
;[staircase] wind_ramp_factor 0.0 [t0_ramp] [wsp factor] [wsp factor] ;
;[staircase] wind_ramp_factor [t0_ramp] [t0_ramp1] 1.0 [wsp factor1];
[gust] iec_gust [gust_type] [G_A] [G_phi0] [G_t0] [G_T] ;
;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 50.0 50.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 80.0 80.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 110.0 110.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 140.0 140.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 170.0 170.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 200.0 200.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 230.0 230.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 260.0 260.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 290.0 290.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 320.0 320.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 350.0 350.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 380.0 380.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 410.0 410.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 440.0 440.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 470.0 470.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 500.0 500.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 530.0 530.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 560.0 560.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;[ramp_abs] wind_ramp_abs 590.0 590.1 0.0 1.0 ;
;
begin mann;
create_turb_parameters 29.4 1.0 3.7 [tu_seed] 1.0 ;
filename_u ./turb/[Turb_base_name]u.bin ;
filename_v ./turb/[Turb_base_name]v.bin ;
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filename_w ./turb/[Turb_base_name]w.bin ;
box_dim_u 8192 [turb_dx] ;
box_dim_v [turb_grid_yz] [turb_dy];
box_dim_w [turb_grid_yz] [turb_dz];






radius 0.0 2.8 ;








hub_vec shaft -3 ; rotor rotation vector (normally shaft composant directed from pressure to sustion side)
link 1 mbdy_c2_def blade1;
link 2 mbdy_c2_def blade2;
link 3 mbdy_c2_def blade3;
ae_filename ./data/NREL_5MW_ae.txt;
pc_filename ./data/NREL_5MW_pc.txt;
induction_method [induction] ; 0=none, 1=normal
aerocalc_method 1 ; 0=ingen aerodynamic, 1=med aerodynamic
aerosections 30 ;
ae_sets 1 1 1;
tiploss_method 1 ; 0=none, 1=prandtl








aerodrag_sections uniform 10 ;
nsec 2 ;
sec 0.0 0.6 5.6 ; tower bottom
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sec 68 0.6 4.0 ; tower top
end aerodrag_element;
;
begin aerodrag_element ; Nacelle drag side
mbdy_name shaft;
aerodrag_sections uniform 2 ;
nsec 2 ;
sec 0.0 0.8 10.0 ;









;[tow_hydro] rho 1027 ; kg/m^3
;[tow_hydro] gravity 9.81 ; m/s^2
;[tow_hydro] mwl [mwl];
;[tow_hydro] mudlevel [mudlevel] ;
;[tow_hydro] wave_direction [wave_dir] ;
;[tow_hydro] current [current_type] [current_speed] 2 [current_dir];
;[tow_hydro] ;0=none, 1=contant 2= power law, 2 current velocity at mwl u0, type parameter 2=alfa, Current direction rel to wave
;[tow_hydro] water_kinematics_dll ./wkin_dll_nonlinear.dll ./htc_hydro/[waves].htc ;
;[tow_hydro] end water_properties;
;[tow_hydro] ; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------











;[tow_soil] soilsections uniform 30; Distribution of soil calculations points from mbdy note 1 to n
;[tow_soil] damping_k_factor 0.01; 0.01 Reyleigh damping based on soil stiffness matrix
;[tow_soil] set 1 ; lateral
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;[tow_soil] set 2; axial









[control_risoe] filename ./control/basic_3ba_ct10nl.dll ;
[control_risoe] dll_subroutine regulation ;
[control_risoe] arraysizes 25 15 ;
[control_risoe] deltat [dt_ctrl];
[control_risoe] begin output;
[control_risoe] general constant 1 ; inputfile extension o1 1
[control_risoe] general time ; o1 2
[control_risoe] constraint bearing1 shaft_rot 1 only 2; speed generator o1 3
[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 pitch1 1 only 1; o1 4
[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 pitch2 1 only 1; o1 5
[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 pitch3 1 only 1; o1 6
[control_risoe] wind free_wind 1 0.0 0.0 -90.0; global coords at hub height
o1 7,8,9
[control_risoe] general constant [pitch_kp] ; Kp pitch o1 10
[control_risoe] general constant [pitch_ki] ; Ki pitch o1 11
[control_risoe] general constant [pitch_kd] ; Kd pitch o1 12
[control_risoe] general constant [torqe_kp] ; Kp torque o1 13
[control_risoe] general constant [torqe_ki] ; Ki torque o1 14
[control_risoe] general constant [torqe_kd] ; Kd torque o1 15
[control_risoe] general constant [stop_t0] ; generator stoptime
o1 16
[control_risoe] general constant [stop_pitdel]; pitch stopdelay
o1 17
[control_risoe] general constant [stop_pitvel]; pitch stop velmax
o1 18
[control_risoe] general constant [stop_type] ; stop type (not used)
o1 19
[control_risoe] general constant [cutin_t0] ; cut-in time
o1 20
[control_risoe] general constant [stop_pitdel2]; stop delay 2
o1 21
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[control_risoe] general constant [stop_pitvel2]; pitch stop velmax2
o1 22







[control_risoe] filename ./control/basic_3ba_ct10nl.dll ;
[control_risoe] dll_subroutine generator ;
[control_risoe] arraysizes 15 15 ;
[control_risoe] deltat [dt_ctrl];
[control_risoe] begin output;
[control_risoe] general time ; o2 1
[control_risoe] dll inpvec 1 1; input til h2, dll no 1, plads no 1
o2 2 i1 1
[control_risoe] general constant 0.94; Efficiency factor
o2 3
[control_risoe] constraint bearing1 shaft_rot 1 only 2; speed generator o2 4









[control_risoe] filename ./control/basic_3ba_ct10nl.dll ;
[control_risoe] dll_subroutine pitchservo ;
[control_risoe] arraysizes 15 15 ;
[control_risoe] deltat [dt_ctrl];
[control_risoe] begin output;
[control_risoe] general time ; o3 1
[control_risoe] dll inpvec 1 2; o3 2 i1 2
[control_risoe] dll inpvec 1 3; o3 3 i1 3
[control_risoe] dll inpvec 1 4; o3 4 i1 4
[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 pitch1 1 only 1; o3 5
[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 pitch2 1 only 1; o3 6
[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 pitch3 1 only 1; o3 7




[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 angle pitch1;
[control_risoe] constraint bearing2 angle pitch2;





[control_NREL] filename ./control/bladed2hawc.dll ;
[control_NREL] dll_subroutine regulation ;
[control_NREL] arraysizes 15 15 ;
[control_NREL] deltat [dt_ctrl];
[control_NREL] begin output;
[control_NREL] general time ; 1
[control_NREL] constraint bearing2 pitch1 1; angle and angle velocity written to dll 2,3
[control_NREL] constraint bearing2 pitch2 1; angle and angle velocity written to dll 4,5
[control_NREL] constraint bearing2 pitch3 1; angle and angle velocity written to dll 6,7
[control_NREL] constraint bearing2 shaft_rot 1; angle and angle velocity written to dll (slow speed shaft) 8,9
[control_NREL] wind free_wind 1 0.0 0.0 -90.0; local wind at fixed position: coo (1=global,2=non-rotation rotor coo.), pos x, pos y, pos z 10,11,12









[control_NREL] filename ./control/pitchservo_pos.dll ;
[control_NREL] dll_subroutine servo ;
[control_NREL] arraysizes 15 15 ;
[control_NREL] deltat [dt_ctrl];
[control_NREL] begin output;
[control_NREL] general time ; 1
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 2; 2
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 3; 3
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 4; 4
[control_NREL] constraint bearing2 pitch1 1; angle and angle velocity written to dll 5,6
[control_NREL] constraint bearing2 pitch2 1; angle and angle velocity written to dll 7,8
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[control_NREL] body bearing_angle pitch1;
[control_NREL] body bearing_angle pitch2;





[tow_damp] filename ./control/damper.dll ;
[tow_damp] dll_subroutine damp ;
[tow_damp] arraysizes 15 15 ;
[tow_damp] begin output;
[tow_damp] general time ; 1
[tow_damp] general constant [td_start] ; cut-in time of tower damper
[tow_damp] general constant [td_stop] ; cut-out time of tower damper
[tow_damp] general constant -1.0E6 ;










[gear] filename ./control/hss_convert.dll ;
[gear] arraysizes_init 3 1 ;
[gear] arraysizes_update 2 2 ;
[gear] begin init;
[gear] constant 1 1.0 ; number of used sensors - in this case only 1
[gear] constant 2 1000; unit conversion factor
[gear] end init;
[gear] begin output;
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filename ./res/[Case id.] ;





; SHAFT rotation and pitch angles
constraint bearing1 shaft_rot 2; angle and angle velocity
constraint bearing2 pitch1 5; angle and angle velocity
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; BLADE aerodynamic parameters
wind free_wind 1 0.0 0.0 -57.75; local wind at fixed position: coo (1=global,2=non-rotation rotor coo.), pos x, pos y, pos z
wind free_wind 1 0.0 0.0 -90.0; local wind at fixed position: coo (1=global,2=non-rotation rotor coo.), pos x, pos y, pos z






; radial position in meters
aero alfa 1 10.0;
aero alfa 1 45.0;
aero alfa 1 61.5;
; radial velocity
aero vrel 1 61.5;
;
; induction factors
aero induc_sector_a 40.0 0;
;
aero induc_sector_a 40.0 60; {1= Radius [m/s] Azimuth angle} {2= zero downwards) [deg]}
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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; ; water surface, velocity and acceleration
; hydro water_surface 0.0 0.0 ;
; hydro water_vel_acc 0.0 -10.0 0.0;
; ; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; BLADE moments and forces
; blade root
mbdy momentvec blade1 1 1 blade1 # blade1 root bending moments ;
mbdy forcevec blade1 1 1 blade1 # blade1 root forces ;
;
mbdy momentvec blade2 1 1 blade2 # blade2 root bending moments ;
mbdy forcevec blade2 1 1 blade2 # blade2 root forces ;
;
mbdy momentvec blade3 1 1 blade3 # blade3 root bending moments ;
mbdy forcevec blade3 1 1 blade3 # blade3 root forces ;
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; BLADE deformations
mbdy state pos blade1 18 1.0 global # blade1 tip deflections;
mbdy state pos blade2 18 1.0 global # blade2 tip deflections;
mbdy state pos blade3 18 1.0 global # blade3 tip deflections;
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; HUB forces and moments
; root: hub-shaft connection
mbdy momentvec hub1 1 1 hub1 # MOM hub1 root ;
mbdy forcevec hub1 1 1 hub1 # FRC hub1 root ;
mbdy momentvec hub1 1 1 shaft # MOM hub1 root (shaft coordinates) ;
mbdy forcevec hub1 1 1 shaft # FRC hub1 root (shaft coordinates) ;
;
; pitch bearing
mbdy momentvec hub1 1 2 hub1 # MOM blade1 root ;
mbdy forcevec hub1 1 2 hub1 # FRC blade1 root ;
mbdy momentvec hub2 1 2 hub2 # MOM blade2 root ;
mbdy forcevec hub2 1 2 hub2 # FRC blade2 root ;
mbdy momentvec hub3 1 2 hub3 # MOM blade3 root ;
mbdy forcevec hub3 1 2 hub3 # FRC blade3 root ;
;
mbdy momentvec hub1 1 2 shaft # MOM hub1 root (shaft coordinates) ;
mbdy forcevec hub1 1 2 shaft # FRC hub1 root (shaft coordinates) ;
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; SHAFT loading
mbdy momentvec shaft 4 1 shaft # main bearing moments (shaft end);
mbdy forcevec shaft 4 1 shaft # main bearing forces (shaft end);
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; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; TOWER TOP global position
mbdy state pos towertop 1 1.0 global # towertop position ;
;
mbdy momentvec towertop 1 2 towertop # yaw bearing ;
mbdy forcevec towertop 1 2 towertop # yaw bering ;
mbdy momentvec towertop 1 1 towertop # nacelle bottom ;
mbdy forcevec towertop 1 1 towertop # nacelle bottom ;
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; TOWER moments and forces
; at the top
mbdy momentvec tower 8 2 global # abaqus input ;
mbdy forcevec tower 8 2 global # abaqus input ;
; at the bottom
mbdy momentvec tower 1 1 global # tower bottom moments ;
mbdy forcevec tower 1 1 global # tower bottom forces ;
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; TOWER position
mbdy state pos towertop 1 0 global # tower top position ;
mbdy state pos tower 8 1 global # tower top position ;




dll outvec 1 1 # version;
dll outvec 1 2 # time;
dll outvec 1 3 # slow speed shaft rad/s;
dll outvec 1 4 # pitch angle 1;
dll outvec 1 5 # pitch angle 2;
dll outvec 1 6 # pitch angle 3;
dll outvec 1 7 # WSP_x_global;
dll outvec 1 8 # WSP_y_global;
dll outvec 1 9 # WSP_z_global;
dll outvec 1 10 # PID_comvar.kpro;
dll outvec 1 11 # PID_comvar.kint;
dll outvec 1 12 # PID_comvar.kdif;
dll outvec 1 13 # PID_genvar.kpro;
dll outvec 1 14 # PID_genvar.kint;
dll outvec 1 15 # PID_genvar.kdif;
dll outvec 1 16 # Generator stoptime;
dll outvec 1 17 # pitch stop delay;
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dll outvec 1 18 # stopvelmax;
dll outvec 1 19 # stoptype;
dll outvec 1 20 # cutin t0 ;
dll outvec 1 21 # stopdelay2 ;
dll outvec 1 22 # stopvelmax2 ;
dll outvec 1 23 # regulatorvar.PID_com_var.velmax ;
;
;
[control_risoe] dll outvec 1 1 # version;
[control_risoe] dll outvec 1 2 # time;
[control_risoe] dll outvec 1 3 # slow speed shaft rad/s;
[control_risoe] dll outvec 1 4 # pitch angle 1;
[control_risoe] dll outvec 1 5 # pitch angle 2;
[control_risoe] dll outvec 1 6 # pitch angle 3;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 7 # WSP_x_global;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 8 # WSP_y_global;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 9 # WSP_z_global;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 10 # PID_comvar.kpro;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 11 # PID_comvar.kint;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 12 # PID_comvar.kdif;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 13 # PID_genvar.kpro;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 14 # PID_genvar.kint;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 15 # PID_genvar.kdif;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 16 # Generator stoptime;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 17 # pitch stop delay;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 18 # stopvelmax;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 19 # stoptype;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 20 # cutin t0 ;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 21 # stopdelay2 ;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 22 # stopvelmax2 ;
[control_risoe] ;dll outvec 1 23 # regulatorvar.PID_com_var.velmax ;
[control_risoe] ;;
[control_risoe] ;dll inpvec 1 1 # Pelekref;
[control_risoe] dll inpvec 1 2 # pitchref 1;
[control_risoe] dll inpvec 1 3 # pitchref 2;
[control_risoe] dll inpvec 1 4 # pitchref 3;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 5 # Mgen ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 6 # pitang_com ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 7 # pit_limit;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 8 # switch1;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 9 # switch2;
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[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 10 # PID_gen_var.outmin;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 11 # T_ref ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 1 12 # omegafilt ;
[control_risoe] ; ;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 2 1 # time ;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 2 2 # Powref ;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 2 3 # Efficiency ;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 2 4 # omega LSS ;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 2 5 # gear ratio ;
[control_risoe] ; ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 2 1 # Mgen LSS (shaft torque N) ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 2 2 # Mframe (gearbox reaction N) ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 2 3 # Mgen HSS (generator reaction N) ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 2 4 # Generator Pelec kW ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 2 5 # Generator Pmech kW ;
[control_risoe] ; ;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 3 1 # time;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 3 2 # pitchref 1;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 3 3 # pitchref 2;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 3 4 # pitchref 3;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 3 5 # pitch angle 1;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 3 6 # pitch angle 2;
[control_risoe] ; dll outvec 3 7 # pitch angle 3;
[control_risoe] ; ;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 3 1 # pitch 1;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 3 2 # pitch 2;
[control_risoe] ; dll inpvec 3 3 # pitch 3;
;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 1 # time;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 2 # pitch angle 1;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 3 # pitch vel 1;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 4 # pitch angle 2;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 5 # pitch vel 2;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 6 # pitch angle 3;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 7 # pitch vel 3;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 8 # gen. azi slow;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 9 # gen. speed slow;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 10 # free wind x;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 11 # free wind y;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 12 # free wind z;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 1 13 # gear ratio;
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[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 1 # Mgen slow;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 2 # pitchref 1;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 3 # pitchref 2;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 4 # pitchref 3;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 5 # Gen speed fast;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 6 # Mgen fast;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 7 # F;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 8 # Mechanical power generator [kW];
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 9 # Electrical power generator [kW];
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 1 10 # Pitch rate [rad/s];
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 2 1 # pitch 1;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 2 2 # pitch 2;
[control_NREL] dll inpvec 2 3 # pitch 3;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 1 # time;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 2 # pitchref 1;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 3 # pitchref 2;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 4 # pitchref 3;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 5 # pitch angle 1;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 6 # pitch speed 1;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 7 # pitch angle 2;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 8 # pitch speed 2;
[control_NREL] dll outvec 2 9 # pitch angle 3;










;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/F1.stc ;
set 1 1 ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 9 D= 1.20000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/F2.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 10 D= 1.20000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/F3.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 12 D= 1.20000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 0.50000 0.0 ; NODE: 16 D= 1.20000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/F4.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 11 D= 1.20000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/L1.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 13 D= 1.20000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 1.00009 0.0 ; NODE: 17 D= 1.20000
sec 3 0.00000 0.00000 1.87499 0.0 ; NODE: 78 D= 1.20000
sec 4 0.00000 0.00000 5.00531 0.0 ; NODE: 70 D= 1.20000
sec 5 0.00000 0.00000 20.40781 0.0 ; NODE: 25 D= 1.20000
sec 6 0.00000 0.00000 36.11657 0.0 ; NODE: 33 D= 1.20000
sec 7 0.00000 0.00000 43.04587 0.0 ; NODE: 74 D= 1.20000
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sec 8 0.00000 0.00000 49.43079 0.0 ; NODE: 41 D= 1.20000
sec 9 0.00000 0.00000 60.71586 0.0 ; NODE: 49 D= 1.20000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/L2.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 15 D= 1.20000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 1.00009 0.0 ; NODE: 18 D= 1.20000
sec 3 0.00000 0.00000 1.87499 0.0 ; NODE: 79 D= 1.20000
sec 4 0.00000 0.00000 5.00531 0.0 ; NODE: 71 D= 1.20000
sec 5 0.00000 0.00000 20.40781 0.0 ; NODE: 26 D= 1.20000
sec 6 0.00000 0.00000 36.11657 0.0 ; NODE: 34 D= 1.20000
sec 7 0.00000 0.00000 43.04587 0.0 ; NODE: 75 D= 1.20000
sec 8 0.00000 0.00000 49.43079 0.0 ; NODE: 42 D= 1.20000
sec 9 0.00000 0.00000 60.71586 0.0 ; NODE: 50 D= 1.20000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/L3.stc ;
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sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 16 D= 1.20000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 1.00009 0.0 ; NODE: 20 D= 1.20000
sec 3 0.00000 0.00000 1.87499 0.0 ; NODE: 80 D= 1.20000
sec 4 0.00000 0.00000 5.00531 0.0 ; NODE: 73 D= 1.20000
sec 5 0.00000 0.00000 20.40781 0.0 ; NODE: 28 D= 1.20000
sec 6 0.00000 0.00000 36.11657 0.0 ; NODE: 36 D= 1.20000
sec 7 0.00000 0.00000 43.04587 0.0 ; NODE: 77 D= 1.20000
sec 8 0.00000 0.00000 49.43079 0.0 ; NODE: 44 D= 1.20000
sec 9 0.00000 0.00000 60.71586 0.0 ; NODE: 52 D= 1.20000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/L4.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 14 D= 1.20000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 1.00009 0.0 ; NODE: 19 D= 1.20000
sec 3 0.00000 0.00000 1.87499 0.0 ; NODE: 81 D= 1.20000
sec 4 0.00000 0.00000 5.00531 0.0 ; NODE: 72 D= 1.20000
sec 5 0.00000 0.00000 20.40781 0.0 ; NODE: 27 D= 1.20000
sec 6 0.00000 0.00000 36.11657 0.0 ; NODE: 35 D= 1.20000
sec 7 0.00000 0.00000 43.04587 0.0 ; NODE: 76 D= 1.20000
sec 8 0.00000 0.00000 49.43079 0.0 ; NODE: 43 D= 1.20000
sec 9 0.00000 0.00000 60.71586 0.0 ; NODE: 51 D= 1.20000
sec 10 0.00000 0.00000 61.21537 0.0 ; NODE: 55 D= 1.20000
end c2_def ;







;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/T1.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 54 D= 1.20000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/T2.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 56 D= 1.20000
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nbodies 1 ;
;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/T3.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 57 D= 1.20000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/T4.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 55 D= 1.20000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
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filename ./data_ja/S1X1A.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 78 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 3.66248 0.0 ; NODE: 62 D= 0.80000
sec 3 0.00000 0.00000 5.42055 0.0 ; NODE: 82 D= 0.80000
sec 4 0.00000 0.00000 11.42427 0.0 ; NODE: 23 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S1X1B.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 79 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 3.66248 0.0 ; NODE: 64 D= 0.80000
sec 3 0.00000 0.00000 5.42055 0.0 ; NODE: 84 D= 0.80000
sec 4 0.00000 0.00000 11.42427 0.0 ; NODE: 23 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
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begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S1X2A.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 25 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 9.82142 0.0 ; NODE: 31 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S1X2B.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 26 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 9.82142 0.0 ; NODE: 31 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S1X3A.stc ;
set 1 1 ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 33 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 8.47241 0.0 ; NODE: 39 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S1X3B.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 34 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 8.47241 0.0 ; NODE: 39 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S1X4A.stc ;
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sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 41 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 7.34075 0.0 ; NODE: 47 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S1X4B.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 42 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 7.34075 0.0 ; NODE: 47 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S2X1A.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 79 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 3.66248 0.0 ; NODE: 65 D= 0.80000
sec 3 0.00000 0.00000 5.42055 0.0 ; NODE: 85 D= 0.80000
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sec 4 0.00000 0.00000 11.42427 0.0 ; NODE: 22 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S2X1B.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 80 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 3.66248 0.0 ; NODE: 69 D= 0.80000
sec 3 0.00000 0.00000 5.42055 0.0 ; NODE: 89 D= 0.80000
sec 4 0.00000 0.00000 11.42427 0.0 ; NODE: 22 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S2X2A.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 26 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 9.82142 0.0 ; NODE: 30 D= 0.80000
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;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S2X2B.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 28 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 9.82142 0.0 ; NODE: 30 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S2X3A.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 34 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 8.47241 0.0 ; NODE: 38 D= 0.80000
sec 3 0.00000 0.00000 16.18058 0.0 ; NODE: 44 D= 0.80000
end c2_def ;
end main_body;






;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S2X3B.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 36 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 8.47241 0.0 ; NODE: 38 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S2X4A.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 42 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 7.34075 0.0 ; NODE: 46 D= 0.80000
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type timoschenko ;
nbodies 1 ;
;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S2X4B.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 44 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 7.34075 0.0 ; NODE: 46 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S3X1A.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 80 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 3.66248 0.0 ; NODE: 68 D= 0.80000
sec 3 0.00000 0.00000 5.42055 0.0 ; NODE: 88 D= 0.80000
sec 4 0.00000 0.00000 11.42427 0.0 ; NODE: 24 D= 0.80000
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nbodies 1 ;
;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S3X1B.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 81 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 3.66248 0.0 ; NODE: 66 D= 0.80000
sec 3 0.00000 0.00000 5.42055 0.0 ; NODE: 86 D= 0.80000
sec 4 0.00000 0.00000 11.42427 0.0 ; NODE: 24 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S3X2A.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 28 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 9.82142 0.0 ; NODE: 32 D= 0.80000
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;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S3X2B.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 27 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 9.82142 0.0 ; NODE: 32 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S3X3A.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 36 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 8.47241 0.0 ; NODE: 40 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
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begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S3X3B.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 35 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 8.47241 0.0 ; NODE: 40 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S3X4A.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 44 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 7.34075 0.0 ; NODE: 48 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S3X4B.stc ;
set 1 1 ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 43 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 7.34075 0.0 ; NODE: 48 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S4X1A.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 81 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 3.66248 0.0 ; NODE: 67 D= 0.80000
sec 3 0.00000 0.00000 5.42055 0.0 ; NODE: 87 D= 0.80000
sec 4 0.00000 0.00000 11.42427 0.0 ; NODE: 21 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S4X1B.stc ;
set 1 1 ;
end timoschenko_input;
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begin c2_def;
nsec 5;
sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 78 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 3.66248 0.0 ; NODE: 63 D= 0.80000
sec 3 0.00000 0.00000 5.42055 0.0 ; NODE: 83 D= 0.80000
sec 4 0.00000 0.00000 11.42427 0.0 ; NODE: 21 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S4X2A.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 27 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 9.82142 0.0 ; NODE: 29 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S4X2B.stc ;
set 1 1 ;
end timoschenko_input;
begin c2_def;
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nsec 3;
sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 25 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 9.82142 0.0 ; NODE: 29 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S4X3A.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 35 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 8.47241 0.0 ; NODE: 37 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S4X3B.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 33 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 8.47241 0.0 ; NODE: 37 D= 0.80000
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;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S4X4A.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 43 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 7.34075 0.0 ; NODE: 45 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/S4X4B.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 41 D= 0.80000
sec 2 0.00000 0.00000 7.34075 0.0 ; NODE: 45 D= 0.80000
sec 3 0.00000 0.00000 14.06391 0.0 ; NODE: 51 D= 0.80000
end c2_def ;
end main_body;






;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/LB1.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 17 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/LB2.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 18 D= 0.80000
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;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/LB3.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 20 D= 0.80000








;gravity 9.80665 ; [m/s^2]
node_distribution c2_def ;
damping_posdef 6.456E-4 6.45E-4 1.25E-3 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.25E-3 ;
begin timoschenko_input;
filename ./data_ja/LB4.stc ;




sec 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 ; NODE: 19 D= 0.80000
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sec 1 0.00 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 ;
sec 2 0.00 0.00 4.99E-01 0.00 ;
sec 3 0.00 0.00 5.00E-01 0.00 ;























inipos 6.00000 6.00000 45.50000 ;
body_eulerpar 0.00000 0.70711 0.70711 0.00000 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 ;
; 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ;
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inipos 6.00000 -6.00000 45.50000 ;
body_eulerpar 0.00000 0.70711 0.70711 0.00000 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 ;
; 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ;





inipos -6.00000 -6.00000 45.50000 ;
body_eulerpar 0.00000 0.70711 0.70711 0.00000 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 ;
; 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ;





inipos -6.00000 6.00000 45.50000 ;
body_eulerpar 0.00000 0.70711 0.70711 0.00000 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 ;
; 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ;





inipos 6.00000 6.00000 45.00000 ;
body_eulerpar -0.00001 0.70672 0.70711 -0.02334 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.00109 0.99945 -0.03300 ;
; 0.99946 0.00000 -0.03300 ;





inipos 6.00000 -6.00000 45.00000 ;
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body_eulerpar -0.02334 0.70711 0.70672 -0.00001 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.00109 0.99945 -0.03300 ;
; 0.99946 0.00000 0.03300 ;





inipos -6.00000 -6.00000 45.00000 ;
body_eulerpar 0.00001 0.70672 0.70711 0.02334 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.00109 0.99945 0.03300 ;
; 0.99946 0.00000 0.03300 ;





inipos -6.00000 6.00000 45.00000 ;
body_eulerpar 0.02334 0.70711 0.70672 0.00001 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.00109 0.99945 0.03300 ;
; 0.99946 0.00000 -0.03300 ;





inipos 4.00000 4.00000 -16.15000 ;
body_eulerpar 0.00000 0.70711 0.70711 0.00000 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 ;
; 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ;





inipos 4.00000 -4.00000 -16.15000 ;
body_eulerpar 0.00000 0.70711 0.70711 0.00000 ;
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; TBG matrix ;
; 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 ;
; 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ;





inipos -4.00000 -4.00000 -16.15000 ;
body_eulerpar 0.00000 0.70711 0.70711 0.00000 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 ;
; 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ;





inipos -4.00000 4.00000 -16.15000 ;
body_eulerpar 0.00000 0.70711 0.70711 0.00000 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 ;
; 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ;





inipos 5.93900 5.93900 43.12700 ;
body_eulerpar 0.17976 0.67765 0.68388 -0.20196 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01695 0.99947 -0.02785 ;
; 0.85425 0.00000 -0.51987 ;





inipos 5.93900 -5.93900 43.12700 ;
body_eulerpar -0.20196 0.68388 0.67765 0.17976 ;
; TBG matrix ;
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; 0.01695 0.99947 -0.02785 ;
; 0.85425 0.00000 0.51987 ;





inipos 5.33300 5.33300 24.61400 ;
body_eulerpar 0.18908 0.67483 0.68136 -0.21120 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01771 0.99947 -0.02739 ;
; 0.83973 0.00000 -0.54300 ;





inipos 5.33300 -5.33300 24.61400 ;
body_eulerpar -0.21120 0.68136 0.67483 0.18908 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01771 0.99947 -0.02739 ;
; 0.83973 0.00000 0.54300 ;





inipos 4.82000 4.82000 8.92200 ;
body_eulerpar 0.19964 0.67144 0.67834 -0.22173 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01862 0.99946 -0.02691 ;
; 0.82240 0.00000 -0.56891 ;





inipos 4.82000 -4.82000 8.92200 ;
body_eulerpar -0.22173 0.67834 0.67144 0.19964 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01862 0.99946 -0.02691 ;
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; 0.82240 0.00000 0.56891 ;





inipos 4.38500 4.38500 -4.37800 ;
body_eulerpar 0.21152 0.66747 0.67473 -0.23341 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01948 0.99947 -0.02616 ;
; 0.80198 0.00000 -0.59735 ;





inipos 4.38500 -4.38500 -4.37800 ;
body_eulerpar -0.23341 0.67473 0.66747 0.21152 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01948 0.99947 -0.02616 ;
; 0.80198 0.00000 0.59735 ;





inipos 5.93900 -5.93900 43.12700 ;
body_eulerpar -0.20043 0.68342 0.67811 -0.18147 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01448 0.85412 -0.51987 ;
; 0.99961 0.00000 0.02785 ;





inipos -5.93900 -5.93900 43.12700 ;
body_eulerpar 0.18147 0.67811 0.68342 0.20043 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01448 0.85412 0.51987 ;
; 0.99961 0.00000 0.02785 ;
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inipos 5.33300 -5.33300 24.61400 ;
body_eulerpar -0.20952 0.68084 0.67535 -0.19094 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01488 0.83960 -0.54300 ;
; 0.99962 0.00000 0.02739 ;





inipos -5.33300 -5.33300 24.61400 ;
body_eulerpar 0.19094 0.67535 0.68084 0.20952 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01488 0.83960 0.54300 ;
; 0.99962 0.00000 0.02739 ;





inipos 4.82000 -4.82000 8.92200 ;
body_eulerpar -0.21986 0.67773 0.67206 -0.20169 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01532 0.82226 -0.56891 ;
; 0.99964 0.00000 0.02691 ;





inipos -4.82000 -4.82000 8.92200 ;
body_eulerpar 0.20169 0.67206 0.67773 0.21986 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01532 0.82226 0.56891 ;
; 0.99964 0.00000 0.02691 ;
; 0.02213 0.56911 -0.82196 ;





inipos 4.38500 -4.38500 -4.37800 ;
body_eulerpar -0.23134 0.67401 0.66819 -0.21379 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01563 0.80183 -0.59735 ;
; 0.99966 0.00000 0.02616 ;





inipos -4.38500 -4.38500 -4.37800 ;
body_eulerpar 0.21379 0.66819 0.67401 0.23134 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01563 0.80183 0.59735 ;
; 0.99966 0.00000 0.02616 ;





inipos -5.93900 -5.93900 43.12700 ;
body_eulerpar -0.17976 0.67765 0.68388 0.20196 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01695 0.99947 0.02785 ;
; 0.85425 0.00000 0.51987 ;





inipos -5.93900 5.93900 43.12700 ;
body_eulerpar 0.20196 0.68388 0.67765 -0.17976 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01695 0.99947 0.02785 ;
; 0.85425 0.00000 -0.51987 ;
; -0.51959 0.03260 -0.85379 ;
end base ;




inipos -5.33300 -5.33300 24.61400 ;
body_eulerpar -0.18908 0.67483 0.68136 0.21120 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01771 0.99947 0.02739 ;
; 0.83973 0.00000 0.54300 ;





inipos -5.33300 5.33300 24.61400 ;
body_eulerpar 0.21120 0.68136 0.67483 -0.18908 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01771 0.99947 0.02739 ;
; 0.83973 0.00000 -0.54300 ;





inipos -4.82000 -4.82000 8.92200 ;
body_eulerpar -0.19964 0.67144 0.67834 0.22173 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01862 0.99946 0.02691 ;
; 0.82240 0.00000 0.56891 ;





inipos -4.82000 4.82000 8.92200 ;
body_eulerpar 0.22173 0.67834 0.67144 -0.19964 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01862 0.99946 0.02691 ;
; 0.82240 0.00000 -0.56891 ;
; -0.56860 0.03272 -0.82196 ;
end base ;
;
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begin base ;
body S3X4A ;
inipos -4.38500 -4.38500 -4.37800 ;
body_eulerpar -0.21152 0.66747 0.67473 0.23341 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01948 0.99947 0.02616 ;
; 0.80198 0.00000 0.59735 ;





inipos -4.38500 4.38500 -4.37800 ;
body_eulerpar 0.23341 0.67473 0.66747 -0.21152 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01948 0.99947 0.02616 ;
; 0.80198 0.00000 -0.59735 ;





inipos -5.93900 5.93900 43.12700 ;
body_eulerpar 0.20043 0.68342 0.67811 0.18147 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01448 0.85412 0.51987 ;
; 0.99961 0.00000 -0.02785 ;





inipos 5.93900 5.93900 43.12700 ;
body_eulerpar -0.18147 0.67811 0.68342 -0.20043 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01448 0.85412 -0.51987 ;
; 0.99961 0.00000 -0.02785 ;
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body S4X2A ;
inipos -5.33300 5.33300 24.61400 ;
body_eulerpar 0.20952 0.68084 0.67535 0.19094 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01488 0.83960 0.54300 ;
; 0.99962 0.00000 -0.02739 ;





inipos 5.33300 5.33300 24.61400 ;
body_eulerpar -0.19094 0.67535 0.68084 -0.20952 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01488 0.83960 -0.54300 ;
; 0.99962 0.00000 -0.02739 ;





inipos -4.82000 4.82000 8.92200 ;
body_eulerpar 0.21986 0.67773 0.67206 0.20169 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01532 0.82226 0.56891 ;
; 0.99964 0.00000 -0.02691 ;





inipos 4.82000 4.82000 8.92200 ;
body_eulerpar -0.20169 0.67206 0.67773 -0.21986 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01532 0.82226 -0.56891 ;
; 0.99964 0.00000 -0.02691 ;
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inipos -4.38500 4.38500 -4.37800 ;
body_eulerpar 0.23134 0.67401 0.66819 0.21379 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.01563 0.80183 0.59735 ;
; 0.99966 0.00000 -0.02616 ;





inipos 4.38500 4.38500 -4.37800 ;
body_eulerpar -0.21379 0.66819 0.67401 -0.23134 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; -0.01563 0.80183 -0.59735 ;
; 0.99966 0.00000 -0.02616 ;





inipos 5.96700 5.96700 44.00100 ;
body_eulerpar -0.50000 -0.50000 -0.50000 0.50000 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 ;
; 0.00000 0.00000 -1.00000 ;





inipos 5.96700 -5.96700 44.00100 ;
body_eulerpar 0.50000 -0.50000 -0.50000 0.50000 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.00000 0.00000 -1.00000 ;
; 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ;





inipos -5.96700 -5.96700 44.00100 ;
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body_eulerpar -0.50000 0.50000 0.50000 0.50000 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 ;
; 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 ;





inipos -5.96700 5.96700 44.00100 ;
body_eulerpar 0.50000 0.50000 0.50000 0.50000 ;
; TBG matrix ;
; 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 ;
; 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ;





inipos 6.00000 6.00000 50.00000 ;
body_eulerpar 0.00000 0.70711 0.70711 0.00000 ;





inipos 6.00000 -6.00000 50.00000 ;
body_eulerpar 0.00000 0.70711 0.70711 0.00000 ;





inipos -6.00000 -6.00000 50.00000 ;
body_eulerpar 0.00000 0.70711 0.70711 0.00000 ;





inipos -6.00000 6.00000 50.00000 ;
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body_eulerpar 0.00000 0.70711 0.70711 0.00000 ;







body1 L1 1 ;




body1 L1 2 ;




body1 L1 2 ;




body1 L1 5 ;




body1 L1 3 ;




body1 L1 6 ;




body1 L1 5 ;
body2 S4X2B 1 ;




body1 L1 8 ;




body1 L1 6 ;




body1 L1 9 ;




body1 L1 8 ;




body1 L1 3 ;




body1 L1 5 ;




body1 L1 5 ;




body1 L1 6 ;
body2 S1X2B 3 ;
end fix1 ;
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;
begin fix1 ;
body1 L1 6 ;




body1 L1 8 ;




body1 L1 8 ;




body1 L1 9 ;




body1 L2 1 ;




body1 L2 2 ;




body1 L2 2 ;




body1 L2 5 ;
body2 S1X1A 5 ;
end fix1 ;
;
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begin fix1 ;
body1 L2 3 ;




body1 L2 6 ;




body1 L2 5 ;




body1 L2 8 ;




body1 L2 6 ;




body1 L2 9 ;




body1 L2 8 ;




body1 L2 3 ;
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body1 L2 5 ;




body1 L2 5 ;




body1 L2 6 ;




body1 L2 6 ;




body1 L2 8 ;




body1 L2 8 ;




body1 L2 9 ;




body1 L3 1 ;




body1 L3 2 ;
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body1 L3 2 ;




body1 L3 5 ;




body1 L3 3 ;




body1 L3 6 ;




body1 L3 5 ;




body1 L3 8 ;




body1 L3 6 ;




body1 L3 9 ;
body2 S2X4A 3 ;




body1 L3 8 ;




body1 L3 3 ;




body1 L3 5 ;




body1 L3 5 ;




body1 L3 6 ;




body1 L3 6 ;




body1 L3 8 ;




body1 L3 8 ;
body2 S3X4A 1 ;
end fix1 ;
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;
begin fix1 ;
body1 L3 9 ;




body1 L4 1 ;




body1 L4 2 ;




body1 L4 2 ;




body1 L4 5 ;




body1 L4 3 ;




body1 L4 6 ;




body1 L4 5 ;
body2 S3X2B 1 ;
end fix1 ;
;
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begin fix1 ;
body1 L4 8 ;




body1 L4 6 ;




body1 L4 9 ;




body1 L4 8 ;




body1 L4 3 ;




body1 L4 5 ;




body1 L4 5 ;




body1 L4 6 ;
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body1 L4 6 ;




body1 L4 8 ;




body1 L4 8 ;




body1 L4 9 ;




body1 S1X1A 4 ;




body1 S1X2A 2 ;




body1 S1X3A 2 ;




body1 S1X4A 2 ;




body1 S2X1A 4 ;
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body1 S2X2A 2 ;




body1 S2X3A 2 ;




body1 S2X4A 2 ;




body1 S3X1A 4 ;




body1 S3X2A 2 ;




body1 S3X3A 2 ;




body1 S3X4A 2 ;




body1 S4X1A 4 ;
body2 S4X1B 4 ;




body1 S4X2A 2 ;




body1 S4X3A 2 ;




body1 S4X4A 2 ;




body1 L1 10 ;




body1 L2 10 ;




body1 L3 10 ;




body1 L4 10 ;













































Figure C.1: Fx at the tower base for 14m/s
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Figure C.2: Fy at the tower base for 14m/s
Figure C.3: Fz at the tower base for 14m/s
Figure C.4: Mx at the tower base for 14m/s
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Figure C.5: My at the tower base for 14m/s
Figure C.6: Mz at the tower base for 14m/s
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C.2 Jacket Loads
Figure C.7: Fx at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 14m/s
Figure C.8: Fy at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 14m/s
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Figure C.9: Fz at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 14m/s
Figure C.10: Mx at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 14m/s
Figure C.11: My at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 14m/s
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Figure C.12: Mz at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 14m/s
Figure C.13: Fx at Leg 1, sensor 1 for 6m/s
Figure C.14: Fy at Leg 1, sensor 1 for 6m/s
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Figure C.15: Fz at Leg 1, sensor 1 for 6m/s
Figure C.16: Mx at Leg 1, sensor 1 for 6m/s
Figure C.17: My at Leg 1, sensor 1 for 6m/s
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Figure C.18: Mz at Leg 1, sensor 1 for 6m/s
Figure C.19: Fx at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 6m/s
Figure C.20: Fy at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 6m/s
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Figure C.21: Fz at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 6m/s
Figure C.22: Mx at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 6m/s
Figure C.23: My at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 6m/s
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Figure C.24: Mz at Leg 1, sensor 2 for 6m/s
